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Contributors
Belinda Glindemann FEATURES EDITOR

Belinda knew she was destined for a career in communications and publishing from the age of 11 when her Year 6 teacher
introduced her to poster projects and glitter pens. She completed her journalism cadetship in the Whitsundays and went on
to hold various newspaper and magazine editor roles across Brisbane in a media career spanning more than a decade. When
Belinda’s not writing for haven, she runs her own PR agency, kid-wrangles two young daughters and drinks way too much
sweet tea.
belinda@havenmagazine.com.au

Fe Taylor HEALTH & WELLBEING

Fe is the founder and director of the Children's Health and Wellbeing Expo. As a fitness professional, Fe operates Fe Taylor
Fitness and Leaps & Bounds Children's Fitness Centre. Fe is mum to Tom and Jude.
www.childrensfitnesscentre.com.au l www.completetransformation.com.au

Jane Whittred (Mrs Red)

ART PROJECTS

Jane has a Bachelor of Art under one arm, a PG Diploma of Education under the other, three children and a hubby in one hand
and a mini farm in Gold Coast's hinterland in the other hand. Jane owns Mrs Red's Art Room in Burleigh and is a passionate
teacher to both children and adults in visual art.
www.mrsredsartroom.com.au

Debbie Hogg LIFE SKILLS

Debbie is one of Australia’s leading award winning coaches PCC/APC, Master NLP practitioner, speaker, women’s retreat
master, writer, podcaster, adventurous hiker and is The Self-Worth Coach. Debbie is passionate about helping women manage
their inner and outer balance. She is co-creator of Life Skills Programs, assisting parents teach children confidence and
resilience. Debbie knows that when we give ourselves permission to fully show up in our life, amazing serendipities occur! She
is mum to two amazing teenager daughters.
www.lifeskillsprograms.com.au l

Tanya Curtis

www.debbiehogg.com

BEHAVIOUR SPECIALIST, COUNSELLOR & FACILITATOR

Tanya founded Fabic (Functional Assessment & Behavioural Interventions Clinic) in 2006 with a vision to support people to
understand and change unwanted behaviours. Tanya is an author, writes and presents behaviour specialist DVDs, and has
developed online behaviour support programs.
www.fabic.com.au

Dr Elen ApThomas GENERAL PRACTITIONER

Dr Elen is the founding doctor of The Medical Sanctuary and a leading General Practitioner with over twenty years of private
clinical experience practicing integrative nutritional medicine. She regularly provides surgical assistance to leading Queensland
Gynaecological and Obstetric surgeons and is the creator of the world’s first “Fermented Food Detoxification Program” called
the FFDetox.
www.medsan.com.au

Georgia Harding FOOD/NATUROPATH

Georgia is a naturopath with 19 years' experience, a mum, cookbook author and creator of The Well Nourished Lunch Box
Challenge. She shares her inspiring health advice and free, nourishing, family friendly recipes on her popular website.
www.wellnourished.com.au

Anthony Sherratt DADDY DIARIES

Anthony is a full-time stay-at-home dad who juggles looking after his twin girls, lecturing at university and contributing to a
variety of websites and publications. He's finally thankful for his insomnia.

Moyra Major RADIO ANNOUNCER/PUBLIC SPEAKING COACH

Moyra has been a familiar voice on Gold Coast radio for over a decade. Throughout her career in radio she’s had the pleasure
of interviewing people from all over the globe and has even appeared on the Ellen DeGeneres Show in LA. She loves speaking
in public, whether it be through the radio or in front of an audience. But she wasn't always very good at it. Moyra finetuned
the skill, starting her own business, Major Confident, in 2015 to help those like her who struggled to face an audience.
www.majorconfident.com
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to our May
edition of haven. Please join me
in celebrating motherhood in all
its glory! I often encourage my
family to celebrate my birthDAY
with a month long ‘celebration
of Keeley’ and let me tell you,
I am pushing for a MOTHER of
a month this May full of kids'
cuddles and endless love notes
for 31 days!

In all seriousness, motherhood
is the most challenging yet
most rewarding role out there
and I am so very grateful to be on this journey, sharing it with an
amazing family and wealth of friends through the highs and lows.
As you read on and devour our feature on the mother of all jobs
I hope you feel the love, share the joy and understand the juggle.
And remember you have a tribe all around you – we call ourselves
mums.

9

25 31

The crew at haven has a challenge for you this month and would
love you to play along. We are going to digitally detox by embracing
“Screen-free Fridays”. That’s right, put your phones, tablets, TVs
and computers away and get back to board games, beach walks
or park life. Now we can’t ask you to take a snap of your family
in action (because you are supposed to be screen free!), however
write to us, tag us the next day on social media and tell us how
your Screen-free Friday went. What did you get up to? Did you
reconnect? Was it fun? We have passes to Currumbin Wildlife
Sanctuary to randomly give away to some lucky players! Be sure to
follow our weekly e-hub for more tips on how to play and be part of
the digital detox. Register online at www.havenmagazine.com.au

38 40

May the kids give you some ‘me’ time to make a pot of tea (or a jug
of margaritas) so you can read on and enjoy haven cover to cover.
Happy Mothering,

Keeley

editor@havenmagazine.com.au l www.havenmagazine.com.au

Connect with us…

Haven Hub
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THE FIRST SIX WEEKS
Cathryn Curtin
Experienced midwife Cathryn Curtin has delivered
more than 10,000 babies in 40 years. And it was
Rebecca Judd, wife of AFL star Chris Judd, who
spread the word about the life-changing, sleependucing, happiness-creating impact that Cath had
on their household. Now, ‘Midwife Cath’ has put all
her experience and wisdom down on paper. Cath’s
belief is that habits set up in those first six weeks are
habits that create long-term, lifelong benefits.
$29.99 from Allen & Unwin

RAISING THE PERFECTLY IMPERFECT CHILD
Boris Vujicic
Nick Vujicic was born with no arms or legs. Like
most parents, Nick’s father and mother had no
preparation on how to raise a child with a severe
disability. In this book, Nick’s father Boris tells the
story of what it took to parent such a unique child
- one who nowadays travels worldwide and inspires
millions via speaking and media appearances.
Candidly sharing the mistakes and successes, Boris
offers insight and practical advice to any parent
raising a child with special needs.
$29.99 from Allen & Unwin

THE GUTSY GIRL
Caroline Paul
The Gutsy Girl emboldens girls to seek out a life
of adventure and excitement. Once Caroline Paul
decided that fear got in the way of the life she
wanted - of excitement, confidence, self-reliance,
friendship and fun - she went on to fly planes, raft
big rivers, climb tall mountains and fight fires. Now
she shares her greatest escapades as well as those
of other girls throughout history and offers engaging
activities to build confidence. Fully illustrated, The
Gutsy Girl is about the glorious things that happen
when you unshackle from fear and open up to
exhilaration. For ages 10 to adult.
$19.99 from Bloomsbury

THE HONEYMOON SISTERS
Gwyneth Rees
When Poppy’s mum announces they’ll be getting a
foster-child, she isn’t expecting Sadie Moon. Sadie
Moon is the new girl at school and she’s hard as
nails, cold as ice and tougher than a tiger. Sadie and
Poppy may not like each other, but their mums are
sisters. But now Sadie’s mum’s disappeared, her
dad’s in prison and Poppy’s mum is treating her like
a long-lost daughter. How can Mum fall for Sadie’s
sweet-as-honey act when Poppy knows all too well
what she’s really like? Real world, real girls, real
emotion for ages 9-11.
$14.99 from Bloomsbury
6
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FLIP FLASH CARDS
Mobile learning is a growing trend in education. These new
technologies offer an unprecedented convenience for learners and
educators. Individuals who have been diagnosed with dyslexia or
similar learning disabilities are now more than ever able to utilise
individualised study programs and learn without the pressures of
being in a physical classroom. Flip Flash Cards is the latest app to
grace the mobile learning market, designed for all ages and abilities.
Kim Halliday, the Brisbane-based creator of Flip Flash Cards, was
diagnosed with dyslexia at a young age and struggled throughout
his school years. After discovering the benefits of using flashcards,
he was better able to study and, in turn, is now a chief navy
engineer. “I know there are a lot of kids and adults out there like me
– struggling with study and feeling down on themselves. That’s why
I created this app,” says Kim.
Kim believes his app can inspire and help other struggling
learners achieve, remember and reinforce their content and
abandon learning fears and shortcomings. Early learning educators
are trialling Flip Flash Cards now in Mt Isa. $7.99

in
ums Talking
Follow Two Mhub wit h their
haven's e- hion fix!
monthly fas

Blog
TWO MUMS TALKING

Photo: Live Your Imagination

upfront

Two Mums Talking is the
combined effort of local gals
Claire Chadwick and Kirsty Ashe who are taking stages,
forums and fabulous events by storm. Based on the Gold
Coast, these mums are presenters and event hosts specialising
in fashion, motherhood, personal style and women in
business. These mums aim to inspire all the other mums of
the world to be confident and love themselves amidst the
craziness that is parenthood. Aside from this project, both
Claire and Kirsty have their own individual blogs.

Claire admits she is a fashion addict, lover of animal print and
a dedicated consumer of coffee. She is the founder and editor
of women’s blog, Mums Closet. This blog aims to help all the
mums of the world look their best and find self love. Alongside
her business ventures she is the mother of two young kids
and a stepmother of two.
Kirsty is the mother of two young boys. She is a fashion
stylist, teacher, presenter and green tea lover. She has a
fashion blog named Kirsty Ashe Style. Kirsty provides personal
shopping experiences and wardrobe audit services to help
women look their best and feel confident and vibrant in their
daily lives.
www.twomumstalking.com

THE ANGRY BIRDS MOVIE
In cinemas May 12
In 3D animated comedy The Angry Birds Movie,
we’ll finally find out why the birds are so angry.
The movie takes us to an island populated
entirely by happy, flightless birds – or almost
entirely. In this paradise, Red (a bird with a
temper problem), speedy Chuck and volatile
Bomb have always been outsiders. But when
the island is visited by mysterious green piggies,
it’s up to these unlikely outcasts to figure out
what the pigs are up to. The voice cast includes
Jason Sudeikis, Josh Gad, Danny McBride, Bill
Hader and Maya Rudolph.

ALICE: THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS
In cinemas May 26
Alice Kingsleigh (Mia Wasikowska) has spent the
past few years following in her father’s footsteps
and sailing the high seas. Upon her return to
London, she comes across a magical looking glass
and returns to the fantastical realm of Underland
and her friends the White Rabbit, Absolem,
the Cheshire Cat and the Mad Hatter (Johnny
Depp), who is not himself. The Hatter has lost his
Muchness, so Mirana (Anne Hathaway) sends Alice
on a quest to borrow the Chronosphere, a metallic
globe inside the chamber of the Grand Clock
which powers all time. Returning to the past, she comes across friends, and
enemies, at different points in their lives and embarks on a perilous race to
save the Hatter before time runs out.

X-MEN APOCALYPSE
In cinemas May 19
Since the dawn of civilization, he was worshipped
as a god. Apocalypse, the first and most powerful
mutant from Marvel’s X-Men universe, amassed
the powers of many other mutants, becoming
immortal and invincible. Upon awakening after
thousands of years, he is disillusioned with
the world as he finds it and recruits a team of
powerful mutants, including a disheartened
IN CINEMAS MAY 19
Magneto (Michael Fassbender), to cleanse
mankind and create a new world order, over which
he will reign. As the fate of the Earth hangs in the balance, Raven (Jennifer
Lawrence) with the help of Professor X (James McAvoy) must lead a team
of young X-Men to stop their greatest nemesis and save mankind from
complete destruction.
© 2015 TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX

XMEN Camp B 1 sheet

WHISKY TANGO FOXTROT
In cinemas May 12
When reporter Kim Barker’s (Tina Fey) life needs
something more, she decides to ‘shake it all up’
by taking an assignment in a war zone. There,
in the midst of chaos, she finds the strength
she never knew she had. Sometimes it takes
saying ‘WTF’ to find the life you were always
destined to have. Starring: Tina Fey, Margot
Robbie, Stephen Peacocke.

Save with a BCC and Event
Cinemas Family Pass available
at the box office or online at
www.eventcinemas.com.au
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BOAT SHOW BECKONS

Ladies, lock up your husbands. The
Sanctuary Cove International Boat Show
is in town from May 19-22 featuring
hundreds of the newest, most fabulous
water-based boys’ toys around. Well, we
shouldn’t be so sexist – there are many
women who love the water too and the
show has accommodated them with its
‘Women on Water’ program including
workshops and the annual High Tea on the
High Seas cruise. Nice. Catch the show
from 9am-5pm daily at Sanctuary Cove’s
The Marine Village. Tix start at $20 per
person per day (online).

b

GET YOUR VIKING ON

Little Paccas is a free kids’ club for preschoolaged kids and their parents on the third
Tuesday of each month at Pacific Fair. This
month, on May 17, catch the Jungle Book
Show (9.30am and 11.30am), Meet and Greet
with Mowgli and Baloo (10.30am) or take part
in a mask-making workshop (10am-1pm).
Plus, there are a number of great offers and
discounts available for the ‘big’ kids too.

Desperately trying to keep it together? So
is Jenny Wynter in Viking Mama – a one
woman rock opera at the Judith Wright
Centre from May 4-7. Viking Mama sheds
light on a day in the life of a viking mother
as she tries to throw together a last minute
third birthday bash for her little viking son
(played by a lettuce - yes, you read that
right). There’s a passive aggressive neighbour,
overtly considerate husband, hyperinappropriate grandmother and many other
wild tribe members, all played by the comedic
powerhouse that is Jenny Wynter. This show
is the perfect Mother’s Day night out.
Tix are $42.

Visit www.pacificfair.com.au

Visit www.judithwrightcentre.com

Visit www.sanctuarycoveboatshow.com.au

PAC FAIR WELCOMES MINI SHOPPERS

PROVIDING SPECIALISED
HEALTHCARE FOR
CHILDREN & FAMILIES
• Acute injury /illness
• Immunisation
• Baby health & child growth
development checks
• Breastfeeding advice & support
• Nurse Practitioners specialising in
Emergency & Paediatric health
• Fast referrals to Paediatricians
• Waterproof casting
• Baby massage classes

07 5580 9603
Open:
Monday to Friday
9.30am to 5pm
238 Robina Town Centre Drive Robina
(opposite The Rocket)
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MOVIE BABES

Bring Your Baby sessions at
BCC and Event Cinemas have
been specially created to
meet the needs of busy mums
and dads, relatives and adult
carers who want to bring
junior along whilst they enjoy
a movie. There are three
dedicated movie sessions per
week (10.30am Mondays, 12.30pm Wednesdays, 10.30am Fridays).
Tickets start at $10 and under fives are free. There’s a changing line-up
of specially selected films ideal for parents, and they maintain lower
sound levels and low lighting levels (rather than complete darkness) to
allow you to keep a better eye on the youngsters.
In May, catch Eddie the Eagle (May 6, 9, 11), Mother’s Day (May 13, 16,
18), Florence Foster Jenkins (May 20, 23, 25), Captain America: Civil
War (May 27, 30 and June 1). Note that Bring Your Baby sessions don’t
run during school holidays or on public holidays.
Visit www.eventcinemas.com.au

BRING ON THE BAKLAVA!

This year, Brisbane’s famous
Paniyiri Greek Festival will
mark 40 years. The event
has grown to become
Queensland’s signature
celebration of all things
Greek and the state’s largest
cultural festival as well
as the country’s longest
running Greek festival. It's an
admirable success story for
a celebration that started in
1976 when a group of passionate Greek Australians wanted to share
their cultural traditions with Brisbane. Fast forward to 2016 and this
kaleidoscopic cultural explosion is now legendary. More than 60,000
people are expected at Musgrave Park and The Greek Club during the
May 21-22 event weekend. Tix are $10 adults, $3 pensioners, children
free. PS Don’t miss your free downloadable Greek recipe available on
the Paniyiri site.
Visit www.paniyiri.com

WIGGLE ON DOWN
Guess what? The Wiggles
are returning to Dreamworld
on May 18 to perform live!
See Anthony, Emma, Lachy
and Simon as they sing
and dance at the official
home of The Wiggles for a
morning of Emma bows and
hot potatoes. Performing
in Dreamworld’s Ocean
Parade, the 20-minute live
appearance will have you wiggling away to some of your favourite
songs. Guaranteed to bring a crowd, be sure to toot-toot chuggachugga your way to Dreamworld early to beat the traffic and find a
great spot. The Wiggles' performance is included with you rnormal
entry to Dreamworld.
Visit www.dreamworld.com.au
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Words: Belinda Glindemann

PARENTING, AND ESPECIALLY MOTHERHOOD, CAN BE ONE OF THE MOST
REWARDING AND TOUGH GIGS ALL IN ONE. IT SEEMS THAT ONCE YOU ARE ON TOP
OF A PARTICULAR STAGE IN YOUR CHILD’S LIFE, THEY GROW UP AND DEVELOP AND
THE LEARNING STARTS ALL OVER AGAIN. AND ALL THE WAY THROUGH, WHETHER
YOU’RE A STAY AT HOME MUM, A WORKING MUM, A CELEBRITY MUM, A SINGLE
MUM, A MOTHER OF ONE OR A MOTHER OF 10, THERE’S ALWAYS TIMES OF SECOND
GUESSING AND ‘MUMMY GUILT’. WE TALK TO A NUMBER OF SAVVY LOCAL WOMEN
ABOUT HOW THEY TACKLE MOTHERHOOD AND THEIR TIPS ON HOW YOU CAN TOO.

growing up. I don’t mean push your kids off
a cliff or anything, but rather allow them to
make mistakes and find their way naturally.”
How would you describe yourself as a
pregnant woman? Hungry, happy, tired.
What parenting tips did your mum give
you? Always follow through with discipline.
Instill responsibility from a young age.
Nothing is going to be perfect. Kids come
first, housework second!

Chloe Maxwell
TV PRESENTER, MODEL, FOUNDER OF
CHARITY 4 ASD KIDS.
MUM TO MAX (9) AND PHOENIX (8) AS WELL
AS STEP KIDS JACK (19) AND SKYLA (16).
It was in 2009 that Chloe and rugby league
personality husband Mat Rogers went public
with their son Max’s autism. With so many
strings to her bow already, Chloe turned her
lemons into lemonade by forming the charity
4 ASD Kids, to support kids like Max. She says
one of the biggest lessons she has learned
as a mum is to “never deny children the
privilege of struggle”. “Having a special needs
son, this has been the hardest for me,” Chloe
explains. “But I have seen my son flourish by
being pushed out of his comfort zone and
not being a slave to it.” Chloe believes we can
mollycoddle our children to the point where
they become helpless in the world, unable
to do simple things for themselves and so
reliant on others. “Our children need to make
mistakes to learn, they need to fall down,
to feel pain and rejection. It’s all a part of
10
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Do you think your mum had it easier as a
mother in her generation? No I don’t think
so. She worked very hard and was set on
giving us the best start in life. She sacrificed a
lot for herself so this could happen. She also
went through a divorce when I was just in my
teens but still managed to look after us as
best she could.
How do you look after yourself while also
looking after your kids/family? It’s probably
only now my kids are in school that I have
been able to focus much on myself. I do a lot
of exercise now and compete in marathons
and triathlons for fitness and to feel good. I
train whilst they are at school.
What kiddie matters are you dealing with
in your family currently? With the little ones
it’s about whether or not the Easter bunny
and Santa are real. With the older ones, I’m
dealing with boyfriend/girlfriend troubles etc.
How would you like your kids to describe
you? Lots of fun, loving, reliable.
If you could go back in time, what one
thing would you tell the new-mum version
of yourself? Enjoy every minute of them as
babies as they are going to be grown before
you know it!

Marissa Bowden
CO-FOUNDER, THE VILLAGE MARKETS.
MUM TO STEVIE (5) AND PEPPER (3).
Marissa Bowden admits she has always let her
intuition guide her on parenting decisions. It’s a
formula that worked for her own mother back
in the day, and one that has Marissa thoroughly
enjoying the motherhood experience. “I’ve always
just kind of gone with my gut and tried not to stick
to too much of a routine, or read too many books,
or put too much pressure on myself - so it hasn’t
been too stressful for me really, to be very honest.”
Marissa says motherhood is such a gift but one that
travels way too fast. “Sometimes I wish time could
just slow down a little!”
In three words, how would you describe yourself
as a pregnant woman? Healthy, excited, grateful.
What parenting tips did your mum give you? Stick
together as parents, always have each other’s back.
Do you think your mum had it easier as a mother
in her generation? No, not at all. I’ve always had
so much respect for my mother but since having
children this has increased even more so. I think
there is probably more pressure on mothers now
though, to have that illusive work-life balance.
What is the biggest lessons you’ve learned as a
mum? Be patient! I’m constantly working on that one.
How do you look after yourself while also looking
after your kids/family? I take time for myself by
practising yoga and mostly clean healthy eating (with
coffee, wine and chocolate thrown in, of course!).
What kiddie matters are you dealing with in your
family currently? My almost 3 year old is a little slow
on toilet training. She’s actually a little anxious about
the whole thing. We are trying to be patient while
also being conscious of her age. I keep telling my
husband she could possibly be wearing a nappy to
her 18th birthday. Poor bebe. My almost five year old
starts school next year, so I am kinda going through
that whole phase of deciding where she will go. I’m
probably thinking about it way too much. Aside from
that, every day brings new funny moments and I
just love their ages right now. It’s that nice mix of
independence but still beautiful snuggles and plenty
of gorgeous quality time together.
How would you like your kids to describe
you? Caring, kind and full of love.

upfront

Kath Rose
DIRECTOR, KATH ROSE & ASSOCIATES.
MUM TO MATILDA (15) AND JACK (12)

Margaux Parker
WIFE OF BRISBANE BRONCOS CAPTAIN COREY
PARKER. MUM TO MEMPHIS (6), WYLEI (5), JAGGER
(2) AND RIVER (3 MONTHS).
With a big family and a very busy husband of
Brisbane sporting royality, Margaux Parker has her
hands full most days. But it’s especially the case
right now after baby daughter River blessed the
Parkers with her presence at the end of January.
Margaux describes her pregnant-self as “emotional
and up beat” and jokes when she tells others
contemplating a big family to “enjoy them while
they are little” but just “don’t have more than two!”.
Do you think your mum had it easier as a mother
in her generation? We are so much more aware
these days with information at our fingertips. Social
media makes being a mum hard with the perception
of perfection. Work and finance pressures make it
tougher with most households needing two incomes
so lots of women have to go back to work and some
women choose to. Either way, the choice comes
with added pressures in the household and on the
family unit.
What is one of the biggest lessons you’ve learned
as a mum? Children are so impressionable and
vulnerable. They are looking to me to guide them
constantly so I’m always trying to model positive
language and behaviour (no swearing or mummy
meltdowns) – “trying” being the operative word!
How do you look after yourself while also looking
after your kids/family? I always make time to keep
on top of the aesthetics eg. hair, nails, monthly
facials. I will start a fitness routine in the next few
weeks after having River (she’s the last one, I’ve
been informed by the husband!). It’s time to start
focusing on my inner self.

Kath Rose lives and breathes PR and
communications. Her job will have her
hosting media at night-time events
in downtown Brisbane and then in
regional Queensland on the weekend.
It’s more-than-a-fulltime job that
she combines with her more-than-afulltime gig as mum to teens. We asked
the communications guru how she
communicates with her kids and what
those personality-filled cherubs have
taught her... “I’ve learnt I’ll never ever
get a good night’s sleep, I’ll never fit
into my True Religion jeans I wore prebabies, that my makeup and wallet will
always be left open and empty and that
the bathroom will always look like the
aftermath of a dance party,” Kath laughs.
“I’ve learnt eye rolls can be very very
scary. I’ve learnt that ‘olden-time music’
now refers to Rick Astley and The Culture
Club. I’ve learnt that full conversations
can now be had in abbreviations. But
I’ve also learnt that a bear hug will never
go out of fashion, that manners maketh
the kid (especially now) and that there’s
nothing I would rather do in the world
than be a mum to my two kids and three
dogs.” Eloquent, as always, KR.
What is one of the biggest lessons
you’ve learned as a mum? Humility
and love – 100 per cent. I’ve learnt that
every breath I take and every move I
make (thank you Sting), is for them.
Motherhood is the best and longest
lesson in humility.
Do you think your mum had it easier as
a mother in her generation? I think this
generation, particularly of working mums,
are really breaking entirely new ground –
there is no downtime at all. Work is 24/7,
motherhood is 24/7 and being a wife
and a female and a human is all 24/7.

I know my parents have no idea what I
do or how I feel or operate – they live
worlds away and really don’t fathom my
reality – and I know this is the same for
so many mums in similar situations. It’s
why many of us live such fast lives and
on the outside seem like Cirque du Soleil
performers – always landing perfectly
and with a smile. It’s not like that behind
the scenes though. As my kids say “the
struggle is real”… I’m probably talking
way outside the question here but it’s an
area that’s never really addressed – we
all feel like we need to pay homage to
our mothers, but perhaps it’s time our
mothers look at their kids and pay tribute
to them?
In three words, how would you describe
yourself as a pregnant woman?
Bottom-heavy, busy and completely illprepared.
How do you look after yourself while
also looking after your kids/family?
Badly. And I’m learning that I actually do
have to make time for me (that doesn’t
include watching World’s Great Pranks
with my son).
What kiddie matters are you dealing
with in your family currently? Social
media access – it’s a minefield. And what
we all need to understand is that it is
here to stay. It’s the new playground,
it’s the new Corner Store, the new
mall. It's where the kids congregate.
So we need to work out how to police
and manage it. Just like it’s a different
world for parenting now, it’s a different
world being 12 and 15 – and we need
to keep up. 'Currency of Understanding'
is possibly the biggest issue we face as
modern parents.
If you could go back in time, what
one thing would you tell the newmum version of yourself? Be kinder to
yourself. It’s OK to make mistakes, you
will never be perfect and that kids are
resilient.

What kiddie matters are you dealing with in your
family currently? Listening (lack of), emotional lows
(meltdowns), staying focused and on task (not doing
as asked).
How would you like your kids to describe you?
Firm, yet gentle. Tough, but loving. Lots of fun.
If you could go back in time, what one thing
would you tell the new-mum version of yourself?
It’s OK to feel overwhelmed and vulnerable. Trust
yourself and don’t be afraid to ask for help.
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Tiffani Wood
SINGER/SONGWRITER AND OWNER/DIRECTOR OF TIFFANI
WOOD SINGING SCHOOL.
MUM TO LILLIAN (9), HARLEY (2), BEAU (17 MONTHS),
RYDER (1 MONTH).
It’s interesting to consider how our mothers enjoyed
motherhood in their era compared to how modern-day
mamas enjoy the role. With four kids, including a brand new
bundle of joy born just last month, Tiffani Wood believes
neither generation had it easier or harder. “As time has gone
by, I think some things have gotten easier for us (eg. better
access to help if needed and health care for our kids) but it’s
also harder in others (eg. the pressure to do it all, such as be
a home mum and work mum),” she says. “Both generations
had/have the responsibility to raise their kids the best they
know how by putting food on the table, giving them a loving
home and clothing with a good education. When you look
at it that way, there’s probably not much difference as both
generations try to do exactly that.”
How would you describe yourself as a pregnant woman?
Hormonal, chocoholic, clean-freak.
What is one of the biggest lessons you’ve learned as
a mum? I’ve learnt that when people ask “Can I get you
anything?” or “Do you need help?” that it’s OK to say “YES,
I DO!”. Use your support system whether it be daycare, your
partner, friends, family or the lady down the street.
How do you look after yourself while also looking after your
kids/family? I take the pamper or timeout route eg. facials,
getting my hair done, massage, eating chocolate, having a
cuppa, reading a home styling mag quietly - anything that
gives me some me time as I’m usually constantly cleaning
and picking up after everyone plus trying to juggle work, my
partner and family-life balance. Doing these things, for me,
makes me feel special as a woman, not just as a mum. A
happy mum = happy kids and partner = happy house.
What kiddie matters are you dealing with in your family
currently? Nappies! We have three in them and it’s costing us
a small fortune so toilet training is on the agenda again for our
2 year old. Also the use of technology for our 9, 2 and 1 year
old and asking how much is too much? Also how to best give
one-on-one time and attention to each of the kids with a new
bub in the house.
How would you like your kids to describe you? I think any
mum would want their kids to think they’re the best mum
ever. Lillian, 9, constantly writes that to me in letters and
drawings. She also told me, “All these years you have been
a very, very kind, helpful, loving, caring and nice mum in the
whole wide world.” I couldn’t ask for more than that!
12
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Emily Jade O'Keeffe
102.9 HOT TOMATO BREAKFAST
PRESENTER/WRITER/MARRIAGE
CELEBRANT.
MUM TO MILLIE VALENTINE (4).
Emily Jade O’Keeffe remembers her
one and only pregnancy (so far) with
joy. Dealing with fertility issues, EJ says
her and husband Gerard were “thrilled
and thankful” to be pregnant. With one
child, and the hope of more fading,
EJ admits that raising an only child
comes with its own share of terms and
conditions. “We are dealing with a little
girl who is totally doted on by everyone
around her. For her it is wonderful, but
she doesn’t hear ‘no’, or have to share,
or learn compromise with other siblings.
So she can seem spoilt when she is in
a bigger gathering of kids. If they want
to play with her things she can get
overwhelmed by sharing, or if she wants
to do an activity and they don’t, she
doesn’t cope well with the alternative.
We decided to do respite foster care to
give her a chance to know what it is like
to have siblings, and also to help other
little people in need. It really does seem
to be working out for everyone.”
What parenting tips did your mum
give you? She gave me so many. She
was what she called a ‘professional
mother’ and is now a childcare worker.
As a mother of five, she chose to be
at home and early on decided to view
motherhood as a career in order to
bring her the right satisfaction. So she
advised me to not look at motherhood
as either a step back or a hold on my
career when I had to go on maternity
leave, but instead view it as a different
career choice and learn and grow from
it and embrace the change. She then
taught me to be super-organised each
day because the more organised I was,
the more time I actually had to play with
Millie. Mum used to have all the washing
done, the house tidy and dinner

prepared before we all even woke in the
morning. I don’t know quite how she did
it, but then she had all day for us.
Do you think your mum had it easier
as a mother in her generation?
I thought she had it harder with no
dishwasher, not as much flexibility in
the workplace for mums, not as much
money, higher interest rates etc. But
she thinks this generation has it harder
and when I spoke to her about it, I tend
to agree. Mums are now expected to
be able to do so much more - work
full time and then still be perfect mum
with perfect lunch boxes, houses,
wardrobes and workout routines. We
then constantly compare our mothering
choices and life to eachother because
of social media. We are overloaded
and I, personally, am almost burnt out.
It wasn’t until I pulled back on a lot of
things that I started to enjoy being a
mother.
What is one of the biggest lessons
you’ve learned as a mum? That while I
am here to teach Millie about life, she is
the one who teaches me.
How do you look after yourself while
also looking after your kids/family?
I hire help. I will forgo new clothes for
a cleaner. I’ll forgo dinners out for a
guy to come and do the gardens. If I
have to worry about those things, my
husband and I don’t get a break on
the weekends, so we got help and that
makes us both so mentally happy which
makes the household happy.
How would you like your kids to
describe you? The same way I describe
my mum - the best mum in the world.
If you could go back in time, what
one thing would you tell the brand
new-mum version of yourself? That
breastfeeding takes longer than you
think, so make sure you have Netflix.

Kavala Williams
FOUNDER, TILLY & OTTO. MUM TO JORDY
(16), COOPER (11), SEBASTIAN (7).
Kavala Williams’ award-winning business, Tilly
& Otto, is all about the prettiest, laciest, most
delicious luxury baby wraps around. So it’s
ironic to note that she shares her northside
household with six males. “My brother is a
single dad with full custody of my gorgeous
nephew, Mekhi (12),” Kavala explains.
“Unfortunately, he had a terrible accident
which meant he was unable to walk for nearly
a year or care for his son. The good news
for me was that he and my nephew moved
in - and there they have stayed! The whole
‘it takes a village’ theory is proving to be so
true of our household. My sons not only have
a wonderful father but another amazing male
role model in their uncle. Plus my sons have
gained a brother, in their cousin.”

Leeanne Enoch MP
MEMBER FOR ALGESTER. MINISTER FOR
INNOVATION, SCIENCE AND THE DIGITAL
ECONOMY. MINISTER FOR SMALL BUSINESS.
MUM TO ETHAN (15) AND CALLUM (19).
As a politician, Leeanne Enoch is never far from
the public’s eye. Many people see her as the local
member and the minister with many portfolios.
But, after hours, Leeanne is just like many of
us – she’s a wife and mother. You’d think it must
be hard to keep on top of private life when so
much of her life is spent being accountable to the
public? “It’s a constant juggling act," Leeanne
says. "Fortunately I have the wonderful support
of my extended family who are always there to
help me or my boys. I make a conscious effort not
to feel guilty about taking some time for myself.
If I am not strong, I cannot be strong for my kids.
Obviously, there are certain times in life that it
is not possible and I’ll admit that it has become
easier as they have gotten older.”

In three words, how would you describe
yourself as a pregnant woman? Proud.
Amazed. Enormous.

In three words, how would you describe
yourself as a pregnant woman? Big (I had big
babies - they were about 8lb 5oz each!), tired,
excited.

What is one of the biggest lessons you’ve
learned as a mum? My capacity to love so
many with my whole heart. I always thought I
was quite a selfish person before motherhood
- apparently not so!

What parenting tips did your mum give
you? The best advice she gave me was about
unconditional love. No matter what challenges
your children present to you, you love them
unconditionally.

How do you look after yourself while also
looking after your kids/family? Running Tilly
& Otto and having our large family means
very little time to myself. But the one thing I
make time for is yoga. Just having that little
moment to empty my mind makes all the
difference in my moods. I also like wine!

Do you think your mum had it easier as a
mother in her generation? Not at all. At 24, my
mum had four kids under 5 years of age during
a time where domestic duties were the sole
responsibility of the wife and there was no access
to the conveniences we have today. She had
the added pressure of being a non-indigenous
woman married to an indigenous man, which in
those days was not looked on kindly.

What kiddie matters are you dealing with
in your family currently? We are currently
navigating our way through the minefield
that is having four boys. They are smelly and
loud and messy and fairly gross really (lots of
fart jokes and farts in general). Our house is
wrestle-mania constantly but I adore them all
and wouldn’t change a thing.
How would you like your kids to describe
you? Loving, understanding, compassionate,
approachable, fun, adventurous, always there
for them.

What is one of the biggest lessons you’ve
learned as a mum? My biggest lesson has been
knowing when to intervene and when to let them
find their own way and make their own mistakes.
If you could go back in time, what one thing
would you tell the new-mum version of
yourself? Don’t worry about what people think.
Don’t imagine what others are thinking, don’t
entertain the imaginations and follow your own
instincts; they’re almost always right.

Kelly Burstow
BE A FUN MUM BLOGGER. MUM TO ADELAIDE (14),
MACKENZIE (12), JAMIE (10), HARRISON (8).
Kelly Burstow knows a thing or two about
mothering. Not only is she pretty successfully
raising four well-rounded children, she also spends
her days helping women across the nation engage
with their kids and families through her blog, ‘Be a
Fun Mum’. With more than 222,000 followers on
Facebook, she’s obviously doing the right thing.
Although Kelly lost her own mum when Kelly was
new on the parenting scene, her mum taught
her the significance of small moments and the
importance of patience. “She taught me about
the joy of investing in others, while still retaining a
strong sense of self,” Kelly says.
How would you describe yourself pregnant? Chililover. Expectant. Strong.
Do you think your mum had it easier in her
generation? Past generations of mothers didn’t
have the same choice options that I have. However,
I do think there is a lot of outward pressure on
mothers in this generation and so much noise about
parenting to wade through.
How do you look after yourself while also looking
after your kids/family? I keep doing the things I
love to do. Depending on the stages of motherhood
I’m in, I’ve had to be creative about finding different
ways of doing them, that’s all! Eg. I love creative
projects, but when I had four children under six, I
really was quite limited in what I could do. That is
one of the reasons why I started a blog; it gave me
a creative outlet without taking me away from my
young kids.
What kiddie matters are you dealing with in your
family currently? Compared to the challenges
when my children were younger, I currently find
there’s more emotional needs rather than physical;
more logistical intricacies rather than logistical
restrictions; more external worries and less physical
exhaustion.
If you could go back in time, what would you
tell the new-mum version of yourself? To
embrace each parenting stage, with all its joys and
challenges, and not wish it away by looking ahead
at the ‘green grass’ of the next stage.
How would you like your kids to describe you?
My teen was walking past and I asked her! She
said, “Really lovely, and she understands people.”
Humbled.
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upfront

Words: Belinda Glindemann

HOW MANY TIMES HAVE YOU SEEN A
“DEAR
FACEBOOK
FRIENDS
– I’VE JUST
THAT I SPEND WAY TOO
FACEBOOK
FRIEND
DECLARE
TOREALISED
THE WORLD
MUCH
TIME
IN HERE
I’M GOING
DEACTIVATE MY ACCOUNT FOR A
THAT
THEY
ARE SO
GOING
ON ATO
SELF-IMPOSED
DIGITAL
DETOX?
HOW
MANY
TIMES DO
WHILE.
IF YOU
NEED ME,
PHONE
ME INSTEAD…”
YOU LOOK UP AT THE CLOCK AND ARE
SHOCKED TO REALISE THAT YOU’VE BEEN
FACEBOOKING/PINTERESTING/GAMING
FOR HOURS PAST YOUR BEDTIME – AND
IT ONLY FELT LIKE MINUTES? HOW MANY
TIMES HAVE YOU SEEN YOUR KIDS CRANE
THEIR NECKS OVER AN IPAD FOR AN HOUR
AND WISHED THAT ALL YOUR SUGGESTIONS
OF OUTDOOR PLAY WOULD STOP FALLING
ON DEAF EARS?
Words: Belinda Glindemann

The modern age of technology definitely has
its pros and cons. Yes, we are able to connect
to friends all around the world at the click of a
button. Yes, we are able to conveniently plug
into work from a pile of places other than our
office desks. And yes, there’s so much more
information available to us now than was
previously the case via that bulky collection
of brown and gold Encyclopaedia Britannicas
that sat pride of place in the family living room.
Remember them?!
But, connecting with friends online can
constantly interrupt other day-to-day tasks when
we become programmed to react to the ‘ding’
of a new notification. And many will tell you that
the easy access and availability of work email
can become quite the burden when you are self
employed or wanting to impress your bosses
or simply don’t know when to switch off. And
yes, it’s the exciting age of information – but it’s
actually more so an age of information overload.
Benchmark Psychology clinical psychologist
Tania McMahon says many of us are in need
of a digital detox. But she also acknowledges
that completely switching off digitally is near
impossible for most people, simply because so
much of modern life depends on the internet.
Work activities require email and internet access,
most housekeeping errands such as banking and
bill paying are more easily performed online, and
social media messaging can be one of the most
speedy and convenient ways to communicate
with friends and family.
14
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“The amount of time you spend online, in and of
itself, does not always indicate whether you have
a problem or not,” she explains. “In fact, it can be
quite difficult to determine whether your Internet
use is problematic, given that so much of your
daily life is likely dependent on the Internet.”
With so much Internet use ‘necessary’, how do
you know when it’s time to make a focused effort
to cut back? When is it time for a digital detox?
Tania says the most important warning sign that
a digital detox is required is when your internet,
technology or gaming use starts to interfere with
your relationships, work or daily life.
“It’s hard to know when the habit officially
starts,” Tania explains. “In adults, it becomes
mindless clicking. You’ve not consciously made a
decision to do it. The goal-directiveness is removed.
You’ll be sitting in the car and the lights go red and,
with the knowledge that you are going to be faced
with seconds of boredom, you automatically think
you need to reach for the phone.
“In kids, you start to see their digital overuse
actually causing problems in other areas – they
aren’t reading anymore, they don’t want to
play outside with their friends and their school
performance suffers. In short, when you start to
experience negative consequences, that’s when
you need a digital detox. A prominent researcher
in the field once put it very succinctly saying,
‘Hobbies add to your life and addictions take
away’.”
Continued on Page 15

TANIA’S 10 SIGNS
THAT YOU NEED A
DIGITAL DETOX:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

You often find yourself thinking
about going online.
You find yourself spending longer
and longer periods of time online.

You go online to lift your mood or
escape your problems.
You feel cranky, sad, annoyed or
irritable when you’re not online.

You’ve lost interest in activities
and hobbies that you used to like.

You neglect your health and
sleep because of your Internet or
gaming use.
You’ve lost or jeopardised your
relationship, job or studies because
of your Internet or gaming use.
You’ve covered up or lied about
your Internet or gaming use.

You continue going online or
gaming despite it causing problems
in your relationships.
You desperately want to cut
back your use, or you’ve already
tried (and failed).

upfront
ONE WHOLE DAY: PAY IT FORWARD

Best-selling author and wellness coach Andi
Lew also commonly sees clients desperately in
need of a digital detox. She’s just released her
sixth book, Wellness Loading – Disconnect to
Reconnect, which includes all the tools readers
will need to take an holistic approach to digitally
detoxing.

“Spend the time reconnecting with yourself, with
nature or with your community,” Andi says. “You
need to have a purpose greater than yourself.
That way you will live a more inspired life.”
She encouraged tech-frazzled people to get back
to nature. Given that the human body is 70-80
per cent water and plants are 70-80 per cent
water, Andi says that there’s a “connectedness”
between people and the Earth that we need to
embrace. She also encourages detoxers to use
their down time to seek out and support their
community – whether that’s volunteering in a
homeless shelter or simply assisting a needy
neighbour.

w

In Wellness Loading, Andi provides tips on how
digitally detox and how to spend that time
purposefully. A journal within the book keeps

• Do something kind for yourself. What’s your
favourite thing to do? #doyou
Photo: Steph Brown

Andi says we all need to find a conscious period
of time – whether that’s 15 minutes a day, an
hour a day or even a whole day where you
can make that work – to turn off the tech but,
importantly, fill the void with something more
purposeful.

• Perform an act of service to connect with your
community.

• Pampering. Think health retreat, yoga retreat,
day spa. Make sure you do something that
makes you feel loved and cared for.
Visit www.benchmarkpsychology.com.au and
www.andilew.com
So how about it? Has this article made
you realise that you and/or your family
needs a digital detox at some level? What
amount of time are you willing to commit
to making that detox happen? Remember,
baby steps. How about starting by
committing to haven’s Screen-free Friday
Nights in May?

detoxers accountable for their journey and her
mindful food recipes will have you eating closer
to nature while you enjoy the tech down time.

ANDI’S IDEAS ON HOW TO SPEND
YOUR DIGITAL DOWNTIME
15 MINUTES A DAY: NURTURE VIA NATURE
• Use the time to prepare food that brings you
closer to nature.

Every Friday morning this month, via
haven’s regular weekly e-hub newsletter,
we will provide you with ideas on how to
spend your Friday night away from the TV,
away from the iPad or lap top, even away
from your phone – and reconnecting with
your family, friends and more. Now that
sounds refreshing, right? Sign up to the
haven newsletter to get onboard haven’s
Screen-free Friday Nights in May at
www.havenmagazine.com.au and you
could win a family pass to Currumbin
Wildlife Sanctuary.

• Touching and preparing all-natural food can be
as powerful as eating it.
1 HOUR A DAY: GET INTO THE OUTDOORS
• Get outdoors but don’t think that this time
needs to be spent exercising.
• Walk barefoot on the grass, play with your
child in the autumn leaves, throw rocks into the
ocean – connect with the Earth.
• Get artistic. Try a musical instrument, paint,
draw patterns in the sand etc.

#MoreMates

$20 entry any day in May!*
Present this ad to get your #MoreMates special.
While you’re here, upgrade to a
membership and visit all year round!
Ask one of our team for more information.

www.MoreMates.com.au | 1300 886 511
28 Tomewin Street, Currumbin, Queensland

@currumbin.wildlife.sanctuary

Tag #MoreMates
to win weekly prizes!

@currumbinsanctuary

@cwslive

* Conditions apply. Subject to availability. $20 tickets apply to General Admission for Adults, Children and Concession entry. No further
discounts apply to the promotional offer. Valid for sale until 22/06/2016. Valid for travel until 30/06/2016. Valid for new bookings only. Offer
not valid in conjunction with any other offer. Not valid for conference or group business. Member upgrade valid for 12 months and only
available at Currumbin Wildlife Sanctuary. Does not include Tree Top Challenge and does not include Segway Safari.
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What's your Mother's
Day mojo?
Words: Fe Taylor

IT’S THE MOTHER OF ALL DAYS –
THE ONE DAY OF THE YEAR THAT
YOU SHOULD TAKE TIME OUT TO
CELEBRATE THE PERSON YOU GAVE
YOU LIFE. AND IF YOU ARE A MOTHER
YOURSELF, MAKE SURE TO SPEND THE
DAY CELEBRATING WITH THE CHERUBS
TO WHOM YOU OWE YOUR TITLE TO.
Celebrating Mother’s Day can take many forms.
Here are my top 5 tips for making Mum’s Day:

1

FOCUS ON YOUR WELLBEING Grab the
family and slip away for a couple of hours to
relax and reconnect. The best place to do this
is in nature so why not start your Mother’s Day
morning with a walk through your favourite park,
along the beach or river. Perhaps even get up
early (yes, on Mother’s Day!) and take the kids to
watch the sunrise together.

2

FOCUS ON FOOD We love to celebrate and
family celebrations are linked with food.
Often on Mother’s Day someone else gets the
role of Kitchen CEO in a bid to keep Mum out of

the kitchen for the day. Having food that the kids
can prepare and surprise you with still takes some
organisation so ensure that you are prepared
with the necessary ingredients for the day. I love
Mother’s Day picnics. Why not get together with
some of your other mummy friends and plan a
joint Mother’s Day picnic lunch?

3

AT-HOME SPA I remember one of my son’s
teachers created a class spa for all the
mothers one year. We had our hands scrubbed
and moisturised, our nails painted and even had
a mini back massage. Set this up with the family
and have a ‘Pamper Power Hour’.

4

GET CREATIVE If the kids love art, then
spend some time relaxing together by
colouring in. There are so many different books
and stencils. You will find it peaceful and relaxing
to just sit and colour in Allowing time to be
creative, relieves stress and allows you to unwind.
If the kids are making Mother’s Day craft then
join them to help make one for your own mum.

5

MAMA MOJO If you are feeling active then
get out and about and get the family out

lead from the front

with you. Perhaps a bushwalk, a swim in the
ocean or a bike ride is just the ticket? Get out in
the fresh air and get the endorphins pumping.
Maybe get the kids to create a backyard obstacle
course for you all to attempt.
Mother’s Day is about celebrating you! Mums
come in all shapes, sizes and situations, so enjoy
celebrating with your kids and be thanked for all
you do for them. Spending time with your kids
and creating special memories and perhaps even
traditions is important for your bond with them.
This is your day. Whatever you choose for you and
your family, have a healthy happy Mother’s Day!

PERFORMING LIVE
AT DREAMWORLD 16
Wednesday 18th May 20

NOT EVERYONE HAS A CREATIVE VIBE
SO LET US LEAD THE WAY …
We’re a collective of creative peeps with a passion for building
brands. With specialist services to suit any business or brand,
we’ve got you covered whether you’re just getting started or
ready to take your business to the next level. Right message,
right medium, right time? Right on.
HELLO@HAVENCREATIVE.COM.AU
WWW.HAVENCREATIVE.COM.AU
WWW.HAVENMAGAZINE.COM.AU
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haven creative

ENROL NOW

Cubby Care Tarragindi is focused on
developing your child’s learning through
enhanced Early Start Programs offered
FREE to all Children.

& receive a FREE
$50 FUEL VOUCHER
(conditions apply)

15 months to School age.
Before/after School and
Vacation care available.
Degree Qualified Kindergarten Teachers.
Kindergarten approved program Qualified Educators.
Free bus service - pick up and drop off from home.
Meals and Nappies supplied.
Music lessons twice a week.
Yoga classes / Physikids / Spanish Lessons.

ENQUIRE NOW
07 3848 6938
43 Pope Street
Tarragindi Qld 4121

e: tarragindi@cubbycare.com.au
w: www.cubbycare.com.au
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LOOKING AFTER THE MOST IMPORTANT PERSON – YOU – IS THE
MOST SIGNIFICANT THING YOU CAN DO FOR YOUR FAMILY’S
WELLBEING. HERE ARE SOME EASY, YET POWERFUL IDEAS
FROM HAVEN’S RESIDENT FOOD GURU AND NATUROPATH
GEORGIA HARDING.
I’m a mum and, as such, fully understand the demands of the toughest job
of them all! I’ve been both a stay-at-home mum and a full-time working
mum and both roles have their challenges. I’ve also been pretty good
at neglecting my own needs, at times, during my almost 12 years of
motherhood. My health and sanity have always suffered as a result.
I’m a bit of a ‘work in progress’ when it comes to finding that balance
between caring for my family, working and taking time out for myself. I’m
pretty good at the first two points, but terrible at the latter. Life is fluid,
especially with a tribe in tow, so looking after the mum in me has required a
fair bit of flexibility and commitment to do so.
So I have three tips to share with you today that have really help me to be
happy, healthy and able to nurture my family to the best of my ability:

1

2

PACK YOURSELF LUNCH

It’s amazing how many mums I’ve consulted with over the years
who make their kids (and often their spouse) fantastic lunches, but
don’t eat well themselves at lunchtime. My advice is to either try
to set aside a lunch from leftovers from dinner the night before or make
yourself lunch when packing the kids’ lunch boxes. Eating a great lunch
means your mood and energy levels will be stable and set you in good stead
for the afternoon and evening rush.

3

SCHEDULE SANITY TIME

If it’s not written down, it doesn’t happen in my world. So I plan
my day meticulously (generally the night before), always including
exercise and time to just chill out and be present. I also try to have a
backup plan. So for example, I like to make two yoga classes a week. But
always know that if something pops up during my preferred class time, then
I have a third class pencilled in to cover that important ‘me time’.

PUT YOUR FEET UP - LITERALLY

My most relaxing but revitalising thing to do in a day is to put my
legs ‘up the wall’ or in yoga terms ‘Viparita Karani’. I always have
this in my schedule for 10 minutes a day (it is also written down)
or if all else fails, just before bed. It never ceases to amaze me how this
simple position improves my stress responses and energises me at the same
time. There are lots of online demonstrations of how to do this simple and
restorative yoga pose, so do yourself a favour, put your feet up and notice
how good it makes you feel (just don’t do this when you are menstruating).
I believe simple wellbeing strategies are the most sustainable. I hope my
three tips help to support and nourish you to be the best mum you can be.
Visit www.wellnourished.com.au

KEEPING
QUEENSLAND
BABIES SAFE FOR
40 YEARS.
KIDSAFE QUEENSLAND OFFERS A RANGE
OF SAFETY PRODUCTS AND SERVICES:
• Injury prevention and
paediatric first aid
instruction
• Kidsafe House safety tours
• Safety talks at mother’s
groups

50 Bramston Terrace, Herston
p: 07 3854 1829
www.kidsafeqld.com.au
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• Child car restraint sales,
hire services and fitting
• Playground safety
inspections
• Locations throughout QLD
• Shop or hire now

EXPERIENCED,
TRAINED STAFF
AND FITTERS.

MUM’S
ONE STOP
SAFETY
SHOP.

wellbeing
Recipe: Georgia Harding

INGREDIENTS
• 80g butter, melted
• 120ml (½ cup) milk, your choice
• 1 large free-range egg
• Zest of one lemon, finely grated
• 1 teaspoon baking powder
• 2 tablespoons coconut sugar
• 115g (1 cup) wholemeal spelt flour

FOR THE SAUCE
• 85g (¼ cup) rice malt syrup, honey or coconut nectar
• Juice of one lemon (approx. ¼ cup)
• 80ml (⅓ cup) boiling water

METHOD

Healthy lemon selfsaucing pu dd ing

THIS IS MY TAKE ON A LEMONY SELF-SAUCING PUDDING.
CALL ME CRAZY, BUT I’D TAKE A LEMON DESSERT ANY
DAY OVER CHOCOLATE, ESPECIALLY ONE THAT’S THIS
SIMPLE TO MAKE.

1. Preheat oven to 180ºC and grease four small ramekins well.
2. In a mixing bowl or food processor, mix the butter, milk, egg, lemon
zest, baking powder and sugar until well combined.
3. Fold in the flour until just combined and divide between the four
ramekins.
4. In a small jug, combine all of the ingredients for the sauce. Pour
over the pudding batter carefully using the back of a spoon to stop
the sauce penetrating the batter too much.
5. Sit on a baking tray and bake in the oven for about 20 minutes or
until the pudding is firm in the centre. Enjoy hot out of the oven as is
or with cream.

ST HILDA’S SCHOOL
OPEN DAY INVITATION
PRE-PREP TO YEAR 6
9AM-12 NOON, FRIDAY 20 MAY, 2016
Come along and meet St Hilda’s students and staff at the Junior
School Open Day. Enjoy classroom activities from Pre-Prep to Year 6
and see girls’ education in action.
Book now for your personal tour of the Gold Coast’s only girls’
primary and secondary school, including the Early Childhood Centre,
Years 3 to 6 Campus, Sporting Precincts, Junior Boarding and the
new $9 million Jennifer Reeves building.
Free parking via Cougal and Whitby Streets, Southport.
Contact Head of Admissions for tour bookings:
07 5577 7232
sthildas.qld.edu.au
enrolments@sthildas.qld.edu.au

SHGS1682

LOVE COMPASSION FORGIVENESS HOPE GRACE
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ALL-GIRL TEAM TACKLES O&G
IF YOU’RE LOOKING FOR A SUPPORTIVE
AND UNDERSTANDING TEAM OF
FEMALE DOCTORS FOR YOUR
WOMEN’S HEALTH CONCERNS, LOOK
NO FURTHER THAN GRACE PRIVATE.
The all-female team at Grace Private offers
the complete range of women’s health
management, from conception through to
menopause and beyond. The team, comprising
Dr Tina Fleming, Dr Catherine Mills, Dr Adriana
Olog and Dr Tania Widmer has recently moved
into a new suite at Gold Coast Private Hospital
that Catherine describes as “clinically savvy, but
warm and inviting at the same time”.
Tania says the focus of their obstetrics and
gynaecology (O&G) practice is to provide quality
holistic care for women.
“A trip to the doctor shouldn’t be a chore and it
certainly shouldn’t be frightening,” Tina says. “At
Grace Private, we strive to make your experience
as enjoyable and informative as possible.”
DR TINA FLEMING
Tina is an experienced obstetrician and
gynaecologist with a special interest in
endometriosis and minimally invasive surgery.

ct Gift
e
f
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e
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Tina was awarded the competitive position of
laparoscopic fellow at Royal Prince Alfred and
spent two years furthering her gynaecological
surgical skills. In her other role at the Gold Coast
University Hospital she is favoured by registrars
for being a source of contemporary, evidencebased information and for her ability to provide
advanced surgical training.
DR CATHERINE MILLS
Catherine specialises in O&G with a special
interest in urinary incontinence, vaginal
surgery, general gynaecology, colposcopy and
complicated deliveries. Catherine consults in
general gynaecology including disorders of
menstruation, cervical abnormalities, prolapse
and incontinence. A Gold Coast local, Catherine
has three daughters and says she embraces her
role as a mother as much as an obstetrician.
DR ADRIANA OLOG
Adriana is a highly experienced and respected
obstetrician with sub-specialist training in
maternal-fetal medicine. She also has a special
interest in the management of high risk and
complex pregnancy, high level ultrasound
diagnosis and fetal therapy. She is able to
provide early pregnancy counselling and

management of complex pregnancy, previous
genetic conditions and fetal anomalies as well
as pregnancies in women with complex medical
conditions.
DR TANIA WIDMER
Tania has a special interest in high-risk
pregnancy including multiple pregnancy and
next-birth following caesarean section. She is
also able to provide advice on optimising health
prior to pregnancy, fertility assessment and
management and general gynaecological care,
such as management of abnormal and painful
periods, abnormal PAP smears and issues during
and after menopause. Tania was awarded the
highest distinction in her graduating class.
Visit www.graceprivate.com.au

Pamper & High Tea
at One Spa.
Spoil someone special with a rejuvenating spa session and
indulgent High Tea at Panorama Lounge or Videre Restaurant.
Pamper Package 1 Includes:
• 30 min manicure & 30 min pedicure
• Panorama Lounge High Tea (Videre High Tea + $6)
Price: $114 per person for auto club members*
$130 per person for non-members*
Pamper Package 2 Includes:
• 30 min massage & 30 min facial
• Panorama Lounge High Tea (Videre High Tea + $6)
Price: $155 per person for auto club members*
$178 per person for non-members*

Bookings essential. Phone 07 5597 8446.
One Spa - RACV Royal Pines Resort
Ross Street, Benowa, QLD. 4217
T: 07 5597 8700
E: royalpines_onespa@racv.com.au
*Minimum of two people required for High Tea. Panorama High Tea available 9am - 3pm, 7 days a week. Videre
High Tea available 11am, 12pm & 1pm Saturday and Sunday. Beverages, espresso coffee and tea are available
for additional cost. Bookings made on the 8th May will incur an additional cost.Valid until 31 May 2016.
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HOW TO HAVE RADIANT
SKIN THIS MOTHER’S DAY
Dr Elen ApThomas

NOW WE ALL KNOW THAT BEAUTY
REALLY IS ON THE INSIDE BUT WHO
DOESN’T WANT GORGEOUS BLEMISHFREE SKIN AS WELL? SKIN IS THE
LARGEST ORGAN OF OUR BODY
AND HELPS PROTECT US FROM THE
OUTSIDE WORLD. IT IS AN AVENUE FOR
DETOXIFICATION. IT ALSO REFLECTS
OUR INTERNAL STATE OF HEALTH,
BOTH EMOTIONALLY AND PHYSICALLY.

vegetables). Taking good quality antioxidant
supplements, such as molecular hydrogen
supplements, also helps.
Reducing acidity levels can be helped by
reducing acidic foods (such as starchy grains
and animal protein) and increasing foods high
in alkalinising minerals (such as anything green
like spinach, kale and broccoli).

In order for our skin to look at its best, there
are a few golden rules that improve skin
health. These are to reduce inflammation and
body acidity levels, improve circulation and to
increase our intake of essential oils.

The skin is also involved in the removal of
toxins from the body. Improving circulation
through exercise and saunas increases the
efficiency of this cleansing function. Exercise
does this by improving the transport of
nutrients such as antioxidants to the skin
and the removal of waste products via the
lymphatics and through sweating.

Reducing inflammation can be achieved by
eating less inflammatory foods (such as sugar,
red meat and alcohol) while increasing our
anti-inflammatory nutrients (in the form of
foods high in antioxidants such as fruits and

The skin acts as a barrier to the outside world
and requires oils in its cell membranes in order
to create a protective waterproofing effect.
Oils not only create this effect but also have
anti-inflammatory properties that keep the skin

clear and reduce redness and irritation involved
in conditions such as dermatitis and psoriasis.
Oils that are essential (meaning we have to
get them from our diet or supplements) are
Omega-3s from fish and nuts and Omega-6s
from flaxseed and evening primrose oil.
Stress also plays a role in creating inflammation
and can have a negative effect on our skin
so rest up this Mother’s Day and enjoy some
relaxing quality time with your family.
Visit www.medsan.com.au

A New Approach to
Fertility & Family Health
The Medical Sanctuary brings together a unique
combination of practitioners & modalities to ensure
your family receives truly natural holistic treatment.

• Holistic Medical Doctors
• Naturopaths • Osteopath
• Hypnotherapist • Homeopath
• Acupuncturist • Massage
• Chiropractor

150 Ashmore Road, Benowa
Book today, you will feel better for it

www.medsan.com.au

5564 5013
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A MOTHER’S
TRUE ROLE
Words: Tanya Curtis
(behaviour specialist and counsellor)

MOTHERHOOD, MUM, MOTHER AND ALL THE
ASSOCIATED WORDS COME WITH MANY IMAGES.
IMAGES OF WHO IS A MOTHER, WHAT A MOTHER
SHOULD AND SHOULDN’T DO, WHAT MAKES A
‘GOOD’ MUM AND HOW A MOTHER SHOULD BE.
UNFORTUNATELY, THESE IMAGES ARE CAUSING
GREAT ANGST AND DISTRESS TO MANY PEOPLE
AS THEY TRY TO LIVE UP TO AN IMAGE AND THUS
REDUCE THEIR CAPACITY TO BE A TRUE MOTHER.

Images of motherhood can start from a very
early age. A young girl playing with her dolls
may receive the words from an onlooker of
“You will make a good mum one day” or as
children play ‘mums and dad’s in home corner’,
the images of what a ‘good mum’ looks like
grow. Already these movements are planting
the seed that ‘because you are a female you
will be a mum’ – a cause of angst for many as
they attempt to live up to an image that may
not truly be for them.
Those who become mothers have their own
images of what a ‘good mum’ looks like and
what their children should be like to concrete
the image that they are a good mum. How
their children behave and what they say, what
clothes they wear, what their child looks like,
what goes in their lunch box… The list of images
of what a ‘good mum’ looks like is endless.
It’s also a list that is different for each mother
and a list that is all but impossible to meet.
Everyone has a different image of what a ‘good
mum’ looks like.

Then, there is the image of ‘who is a mother’.
Many think mothering is limited to those who
give birth to a child, however if we understand
a mother’s true role we will understand that the
activity of mothering exceeds the boundaries of
one who gives birth.
So what is a mother’s true role? Is it to live up
to the images, or is it something else?
I’ve always shared that a mother’s true role
is to make their role redundant – noting that
redundancy does not mean not wanted,
rather, no longer needed. Thus a mother’s
true role is to be their child’s life teacher.
In the clinic, I see young people not so much as
children, rather short people who are about to
become tall people. A 4-year-old child is only

BEHAVIOUR
SPECIALIST
Multi-Disciplinary Centre
Psychology ~ Behaviour Specialist Services ~
Speech Pathology ~ Occupational Therapy ~ Counselling

BRISBANE ~ GOLD COAST

14 years off becoming a legal adult. Thus our
question is what quality adult are we going to
support this 4-year-old to become as every
movement made from now will impact on the
quality of that person’s life moving forward. As
every moment in life is a learning lesson we can
embrace that what we allow as a 4-year-old,
we are saying is OK as an adult. The question is
what quality of life skills are we teaching?
The activity of mothering is something that can
be done by many – whether you have given
birth to a child or not. Remember, we all are in
a position to support any young person to grow
into the most independent, responsible and
connected person they are capable of being.
Visit www.fabic.com.au

Upcoming Fabic Workshops - Webinar or live at Fabic
1) Autism Spectrum Disorder and Relationships - 7th May
2) Healing Depression Sadness Grief and Loss - 14th May
3) Understanding Social Skills and How they Impact on our
Interactions - 15th May (2hr webinar)
4) Autism Spectrum Disorder - Reducing Anxiety - 24, 31 May & 7 June
5) Understanding & Addressing Bullying - 27 May
6) Understanding Autism Spectrum and Behavioural Disorders
from a Bio-Behavioural Perspective - 7 June

Please visit our website for further information.

Ph: 07 5530 5099 | www.fabic.com.au
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Ask Dr Aaron
YOU ASKED THE QUESTIONS, CHILD PSYCHOLOGIST
DR AARON FROST GIVES YOU THE ANSWERS. IF YOU HAVE
A QUESTION YOU’D LIKE ANSWERED, EMAIL IT TO US VIA
EDITOR@HAVENMAGAZINE.COM.AU

Q
A

What are the pros and cons of holding our child back from starting
Prep next year, if we still feel he is too immature to start?

This is a great old chestnut of a debate. The pros of holding a kid
back from Prep are that they get to be the biggest and possibly
smartest kid in the class when they start. This can be a big boost in self
esteem for a kid. But the flipside of this is that the smartest and biggest
kids aren’t always happy. It can be boring reading chapter books when
everyone else is learning “A is for apple”, and upsetting when you injure
one of your friends in a friendly wrestling match. Get to know a few
other kids who are starting next year. Does your child look and feel like
them, and do they play well with these kids? If the answer is yes, then
go for it. If you are really unsure, then get some professional advice. It’s
a big decision and sometimes a bit of help is OK.

COOMERA

COMMUNITY

FAIR

Q

Other than tying them to the trolley/stroller, what strategies can
I use to keep my young daughter from wandering off all the time
when out in public?

A

You can also tie her to your hand or to other inanimate objects
around the shopping centre. Just kidding! All jokes aside, the best
thing to do is preparation – have a big chat to your daughter about
your expectations for her behaviour. It also doesn’t hurt to chat to her
about her expectations for ice cream at the end of the trip, and how
one might depend on the other. A clear set of rules and some clear
incentives for following the rules is a great starting point. It is also
good to be realistic about how much you can expect your child to pay
attention and follow the rules. As parents, we all have those days where
you have to just cram everything in. It is important to just recognise
that your children will hate being dragged around and will be miserable,
tantrumming and wandering off. If you can, try and space out your
trips. If it’s the choice between six hours in a car and a shopping centre
with a child today and then a day stuck inside watching all day TV
tomorrow, I would aim for smaller trips each day. You will both have a
better time.

Q
A

How do we deal with our son, aged 9, who we believe is addicted
to his iPad?

I am really interested when people say a child is “addicted” to their
iPad, yet I never hear parents concerned that their kids are addicted
to Lego, playing tiggy or building forts. It is like we have all read
somewhere that good parents don’t allow children to play on iPads, that
they must have a Paleo childhood instead. When we were young, we
were more likely to spend all day riding to one another’s houses, then
riding out into the bush and throwing rocks at the windows of dumped
cars. Today that type of childhood would be considered neglectful.
However, the neglectful part is simply the lack of parental supervision.
Leaving your kids prowling the neighbourhood causing trouble is
no more neglectful than leaving them babysat by Minecraft on their
iPad. The problem is not the iPad, the problem is not being involved
as a parent. Ask him to show you his games, even join in for a few
rounds. You will see he is doing amazing things. You will also learn what
he is getting out of the iPad that might be missing from his everyday
life. If he is craving adventure, take him surfing. If he is looking to be
creative, buy him some modelling clay.
Dr Aaron Frost is a clinical psychologist and director of Benchmark
Psychology at Mount Gravatt. Visit www.benchmarkpsychology.com.au

Rides • Market Stalls • Side Show Alley
Face Painting • Art Show • Cent Auction
Model Search • Live Music • Food
Cold Drinks • Licensed Bar
Cupcake Competition
Enquiries 5585 9976

Coomera Community
Charleston Challenge at 5:30pm

1997 - 2016

www.cac.qld.edu.au
8 Days Road, Upper Coomera
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Hidden dangers
BUNK BEDS, MAGNETS, BUTTON BATTERIES, TVS, BLIND CORDS AND BABY
CHANGE TABLES ARE AMONG THE HIDDEN DANGERS AROUND THE HOME
CAUSING SERIOUS OR FATAL INJURY TO CHILDREN.

According to Kidsafe Queensland, children up to six years of age are at most
risk of injury in and around the home - where they should be the safest. It’s
an alarming statistic, right?
Look around your house for these hidden dangers. Can the furniture,
including the TV, fall onto the kids? Can you secure your TV to the wall or
cabinet with TV straps? Kids cannot identify what the hazards are but you
can. Kidsafe Queensland urges parents to put on their workplace health and
safety hat and have a good look around their baby’s environment. Where do
you store your unused or spent batteries? Did you know that button batteries
can kill if swallowed? Can doors slam shut onto little fingers and amputate
them? Could you install a baby gate at the top and/or bottom of the stairs
and gate off the kitchen? Get down on the floor and look for choking hazards
under the coffee table, double adaptors and exposed power points, even
pretty items on top of furniture that will encourage toddlers to climb. What
hazards could cause serious injury and can you remove them or minimise the
risk associated with them?
Kidsafe Queensland says the kitchen is the worst room for burns and scalds.
Tea, coffee and hot liquids too close to the edge of the bench account for
more than 300 scalds in the children’s burns unit each year. They also state
that the top three causes of poisonings in children are household cleaners,
medications and paracetamol. Keep them in a high cupboard secured with a

child safety lock. If a baby, toddler or child swallows anything that's not food
call the Poisons Information Centre on 13 11 26.
Kidsafe Queensland suggests parents close the doors to the rooms you don’t
want the kids in and secure the knob with a childproof cover to limit the area
of immediate supervision.
Also, do you know CPR or know what to do if your child chokes or is burned?
Kidsafe Queensland teaches emergency paediatric first aid courses regularly
at Kidsafe House and in other locations by appointment. Book into a first aid
course before you need it.
Kidsafe is an independent resource for all parents and carers of children.
Phone 07 30854 1829 for advice on prevention of injuries or go online for
more.
Visit www.kidsafeqld.com.au

“Grace Private is an all women’s O&G practice whose focus is to provide quality, holistic patient
care. As four female obstetrician/gynaecologists, we offer the complete range of women’s health
management from conception through to menopause and beyond.”

The Gold Coast Private Hospital has opened
and maternity services have commenced.
our new consulting suite at the Private is open now.
Gold Coast Private Hospital
Suite 5, Ground Floor
14 Hill Street
Southport, QLD 4216
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VELVET
SETTEES
WILSON &
FRENCHY

OSCAR’S
FOR KIDS

High quality, handmade suede loafers for
stylish little feet! Suitable for every little foot,
wide or slim, the very soft suede will mould
to the feet making it so comfortable.

SHOP IT!

RRP from $69.95
Online – www.oscarsforkids.com
@oscarsforkids

STICKS &
SPARROW

If it's bassinet and cot sheet sets you’re after,
look no further than Wilson & Frenchy. Made
from 100 per cent cotton and a cotton/
bamboo blend, there are nine fun prints in the
range. Our tip – these make a handy baby gift!

SHOP IT!

RRP from $39.95
Online – www.wilsonandfrenchy.com.au
@wilsonandfrenchy

Let the littles take a seat in style this winter
and feel like a king and queen with Incy
Interiors’ new collection of velvet settees. Be
bold and enhance your space with a bright
pop of colour and lustre, or add warmth,
depth and texture via velvet. It commands its
own definitive sense of chic luxury!

lovi ng

SHOP IT!

RRP $999
In store - MIMS 4 Little People,
Capri on Via Roma, Isle of Capri
Online – www.mims4littlepeople.com
@mims4littlepeople

WICKITYWICK
CANDLES

PHILIPS HAIR
ESSENTIALS
Sticks & Sparrow's lightweight, high
strength frames are fitted with 100 per
cent UV protective, scratch-resistant lenses
to protect against nature's harsh elements,
ticking all the boxes for women with an eye
for style and an environmental conscience.

SHOP IT!

RRP from $89.95
Online – www.sticksandsparrow.com.au
@sticksandsparroweyewear

The Bohemian Vibes range by Wickitywick
Candles has been made to inspire. Find
peace within your soul and shower yourself
with love and light. Find the beauty in each
moment, situation and person.

SHOP IT!

RRP from $20
Online – www.wickitywickcandles.com.au
@wickitywick_candles

Curls or volume, straight or waves.
Whatever hairstyle you want, you want
it in a healthy way. Philips have got
us sorted with hair dryers, curlers and
straighteners that offer moisture protect
technology so we can style away safely.

SHOP IT!

RRP from $129

Online – www.philips.com.au
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May

ON
NOW

ALL MONTH

DOMESTIC & FAMILY VIOLENCE
PREVENTION MONTH
www.domesticviolence.com.au

NOW – 12 JUN

HOW TO MAKE A MONSTER //
THE ART & TECHNOLOGY OF ANIMATRONICS
The Arts Centre Gold Coast,
135 Bundall Rd, Surfers Paradise
www.theartscentregc.com.au
4074 FAMILY FUN DAY 10am – 3pm
Rocks Riverside Park, 5 Counihan Rd,
Seventeen Mile Rocks
www.4074communityandbeyond.com

1

STEAM TRAIN SUNDAY 10.15am & 11.40am
Roma Street Station, Roma St, Brisbane City
www.theworkshops.qm.qld.gov.au

BRISBANE LABOUR DAY MARCH
& FESTIVAL 10am – 4pm
Cnr Wharf & Turbot St’s, Brisbane City & RNA
Showgrounds, 600 Gregory Tce, Bowen Hills
www.queenslandunions.org.au
FREE COMMUNITY TALK // CARING FOR
SELF WHILST CARING FOR OTHERS
6.30pm – 7.30pm
Fabic, Suite 34 Worongary Town Centre,
1 Mudgeeraba Rd, Worongary
www.fabic.com.au
JEDI TRAINING ACADEMY
4pm – 5.30pm
Robina Branch Library,
196 Robina Town Centre Dr, Robina
www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au

2

3
4

4 – 7 MAY

VIKING MAMA 7.30pm
Judith Wright Centre, Performance Space,
420 Brunswick St, Fortitude Valley
www.judithwrightcentre.com

5
6

LITTLE DAYS OUT
9am – 1pm (every Thursday)
South Bank Parklands, Stanley St, South Bank
www.visitsouthbank.com.au
STARLIGHT DAY
www.starlight.org.au

MUMS & BUBS FIRST AID COURSE
9.30am – 10.30am
The Varsity Sports House, 337 Christine Ave, Varsity Lakes
www.firstaidae.com.au
CREATIVE WORKSHOP // MOTHERS DAY BOUQUET
6.30pm – 8.30pm
Wynnum Community Centre (Old Wynnum Central
School), Level 1, 105 Florence St, Wynnum
www.brisstyle.com.au

6 – 8 MAY

SURFERS PARADISE LIVE
Surfers Paradise Foreshore & Cavill Ave, Surfers Paradise
www.surfersparadise.com
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MRS RED’S ART ROOM //
SATURDAY KIDS
9am – 12pm (every Saturday)
Mrs Red’s Art Room,
3/151 West Burleigh Rd, Burleigh Heads
www.mrsredsartroom.com

7

If you would like to place your event in our calendar,
please email us at editor@havenmagazine.com.au
with "Calendar of Events" in the subject line.

SPARKY DO DAH // NATURAL ADVENTURE
10am – 12pm
Benowa, Gold Coast
www.sparkydodah.com.au
PACIFIC COAST CHRISTIAN SCHOOL // FAMILY FUN DAY
10am – 1pm
Pacific Coast Christian School,
3a Acacia St, Tweed Heads South
www.pacificcoast.nsw.edu.au

MOTHER’S DAY CLASSIC
BRISBANE // Cultural Forecourt, South Bank
Parklands, South Bank
GOLD COAST // Pratten Park, 155 Old Burleigh
Rd, Broadbeach
www.mothersdayclassic.com.au

MUSIC IN THE PARK // JACOB LEE, JESSIIE
SCHEMBRI & BELLA PATON 12pm – 4pm
Justins Park, The Esplanade, Burleigh Heads
www.cityofgoldcoast.com.au/musicinthepark
TEEN WORKSHOP // CREATE A
PHOTO BOOK
4.30pm – 5.30pm
Elanora Branch Library,
The Pines Shopping Centre,
Guineas Creek Rd, Elanora
www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au
FUTURE CHAMPS PLAYGROUP
9.30am – 10.30am (every Friday)
Damian Leeding Memorial Park,
Watersport Lane, Oxenford
0421 043 511

11

19 – 22 MAY

BLUES ON BROADBEACH
Various locations, Broadbeach
www.bluesonbroadbeach.com

19 – 22 MAY

SANCTUARY COVE INTERNATIONAL BOAT SHOW
9am – 5pm
The Marine Village, Sanctuary Cove
www.sanctuarycoveboatshow.com.au

20 – 23 MAY

THE VERY HUNGRY CATERPILLAR SHOW
The Arts Centre Gold Coast, Arts Theatre,
135 Bundall Rd, Surfers Paradise
www.theartscentregc.com.au

PANIYIRI GREEK FESTIVAL
Musgrave Park & The Greek Club,
Edmondstone St, West End
www.paniyiri.com

14

WOMEN’S HEALTH & WELLBEING EXPO
9am – 3pm Robina Community Centre,
196 Robina Town Centre Dr, Robina
www.womenshealthandwellbeingexpo.com.au
BRISBANE CAKE EXPO 9.30am – 4.30pm
Eagles Sports Complex, 4 Weedon St, Mansfield
www.cakeexpo.com.au

19

MOVIE RELEASE // X-MEN APOCALYPSE
Various locations, Event Cinemas
www.eventcinemas.com.au

21 – 22 MAY

13 – 15 MAY

14 – 15 MAY

THE WIGGLES APPEARANCE AT
DREAMWORLD 10.30am
Dreamworld, Dreamworld Pkwy,
Coomera
www.dreamworld.com.au

COOMERA ANGLICAN COLLEGE //
PRINCIPAL’S TOUR 9am
Coomera Anglican College,
8 Days Rd, Upper Coomera
www.cac.qld.edu.au

1320

GREEN JAM SESSIONS
5.30pm – 7.30pm (every Friday)
QPAC, Melbourne Street Green,
Cnr Grey & Melbourne St’s, South Bank
www.qpac.com.au
NITRO CIRCUS LIVE 2pm & 7pm
Brisbane Entertainment Centre,
Melaleuca Dr, Boondall
www.brisent.com.au

LITTLE PACCAS KIDS CLUB //
THE JUNGLE BOOK
Pacific Fair Shopping Centre,
Hooker Blvd, Broadbeach
www.pacificfair.com.au

18
8

MOTHER’S DAY

15
17

RSPCA MILLION PAWS WALK
10am – 1pm
BRISBANE // Cultural Forecourt,
South Bank Parklands
GOLD COAST // Broadwater Parklands,
The Great Lawn, Marine Pde, Southport
www.millionpawswalk.com.au

21

22

SUSTAINABLE SANDAL MAKING
WORKSHOPS
9am – 4pm
The Porcelain Tree,
Ormeau Community Centre, 3 Cuthbert St, Ormeau
www.theporcelaintree.com.au
HENDRA MAY FAIR
10.30am – 3.30pm
OLHC – Hendra, 23 Bowman St, Hendra
www.olhchendra.qld.edu.au

events
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STORY TIME WITH MEM FOX
10.30am & 1.30pm
Logan Entertainment Centre,
170 Wembley Rd, Logan Central
www.loganentertainmentcentre.com.au
AUSTRALIA’S BIGGEST MORNING TEA //
RACV ROYAL PINES RESORT
10.30am – 12.30pm
RACV Royal Pines Resort,
Royal Benowa Ballroom, Ross St, Benowa
07 5597 8700

27

FABIC ONE DAY WORKSHOP //
UNDERSTANDING & ADDRESSING
BULLYING
9am – 3pm
Fabic, Suite 34 Worongary Town Centre,
1 Mudgeeraba Rd, Worongary
www.fabic.com.au

27 – 28 MAY

THE 52 STOREY TREE HOUSE
11.30am, 1.30pm & 2pm
Logan Entertainment Centre,
170 Wembley Rd, Logan
www.loganentertainmentcentre.com.au

27 – 29 MAY

INSPIRATIONAL LIVING RETREAT
Solitude Retreat, Natural Arch, Gold Coast Hinterland
www.debbiehogg.com.au

28 MAY

BRISBANE LIONS v HAWTHORN
1.45pm
The Gabba, Vulture St, Woolloongabba
www.lions.com.au

AFL

NRL

1 MAY

1 MAY

BRISBANE LIONS v SYDNEY SWANS
1.10pm
The Gabba, Vulture St, Woolloongabba
www.lions.com.au

TITANS VS STORM
2pm
Cbus Super Stadium, Centreline Pl, Robina
www.titans.com.au

7 MAY

GOLD COAST SUNS VS MELBOURNE
5.10pm
Metricon Stadium, Nerang-Broadbeach Rd, Carrara
www.goldcoastfc.com.au

14 MAY

14 MAY

BRONCOS VS SEA EAGLES
7.55pm
Suncorp Stadium, 40 Castlemaine St, Milton
www.broncos.com.au

16 MAY

BRISBANE LIONS v COLLINGWOOD
7.25pm
The Gabba, Vulture St, Woolloongabba
www.lions.com.au

TITANS VS ROOSTERS
7pm
Cbus Super Stadium, Centreline Pl, Robina
www.titans.com.au

21 MAY

GOLD COAST SUNS VS ADELAIDE CROWS
2.10pm
Metricon Stadium, Nerang-Broadbeach Rd, Carrara
www.goldcoastfc.com.au

27 MAY

BRONCOS VS WEST TIGERS
7.50pm
Suncorp Stadium, 40 Castlemaine St, Milton
www.broncos.com.au

ROLLER SKATING SESSIONS
SCHOOL HOLIDAYS
KIDS BIRTHDAYS
PRESENT THIS ADVERT
FOR 2 FOR 1 ENTRY*
PHONE 5523 9660

23 ENTERPRISE AVE, TWEED HEADS SOUTH,
5 MINS SOUTH OF GC AIRPORT

VISIT WWW.EPICSKATE.COM.AU
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Markets
Gold Coast

ART & CRAFT BEACH MARKETS
1 + 15 MAY 8am – 2pm
Kurrawa Park, Old Burleigh Rd, Broadbeach
8 + 22 MAY 8am – 2pm
Queen Elizabeth Park, Marine Pde,
Coolangatta
15 MAY 8am – 2pm
Justins Park, The Esplanade, Burleigh Heads
www.artandcraft.com.au
THE VILLAGE MARKETS
1 + 15 MAY 8.30am – 1pm
Burleigh Heads State School Oval,
1750 Gold Coast Hwy, Burleigh Heads
22 MAY 8am – 1pm Pop-up market
Rudd Park, 28/38 Goodwin Tce,
Burleigh Heads
www.thevillagemarketsgc.com.au
CHINATOWN STREET MARKETS
7 MAY 4pm – 9pm
Gold Coast Chinatown,
Young & Davenport St’s, Southport
www.goldcoast.qld.gov.au
GOLD COAST BABY & KIDS MARKETS //
MOTHER’S DAY FAMILY FUN DAY
8 MAY 8am – 12pm
Surfers Paradise Golf Club, 1 Fairway Dr,
Clear Island Waters
www.instagram.com/
mumbabykidsmarkets

New

Make it Meaningful

ISLE OF CAPRI MARKETS
14 + 28 MAY 8am – 1pm
Surfers Paradise State School, Via Roma,
42 St Andrews Ave, Isle of Capri
www.isleofcaprimarkets.com.au
SUITCASE RUMMAGE // CRAFTERNOON
DELIGHT + MINI POP UP RUMMAGE
22 MAY 10am – 2pm
Justins Park, The Esplanade, Burleigh Heads
www.suitcaserummage.com.au
SURFERS PARADISE BEACHFRONT MARKETS
Every Wednesday, Friday & Sunday 3pm –
8pm
Surfers Paradise Foreshore, Surfers Paradise
www.surfersparadise.com
MUDGEERABA SUNSET MARKET
Every Friday 4pm – 8pm
Mudgeeraba Showgrounds,
115 Mudgeeraba Rd, Mudgeeraba
www.mudgeerabasunsetmarket.com
NIGHT QUARTER
Every Friday & Saturday 4pm – 10pm
1 Town Centre Dr, Helensvale
www.nightquarter.com.au

OH MY GIDDY AUNT CREATES BEAUTIFUL
KEEPSAKES AND CUSTOM MADE JEWELLERY TO
TELL THE STORIES OF YOUR LIFE.

Online since 2003 with original Australian Made designs,
along with traditional favourites for every Mother, Child and
Giddy Aunt’s special occasion.
Visit now to choose your lifetime jewellery
Order online to make a special occasion extra-special or contact
your Giddy Aunts for ideas and suggestions (they love to help!)

www.ohmygiddyaunt.com.au
ohmygiddyaunt
ohmy_giddy_aunt
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MARKETTA STREET FOOD
Every Friday 5pm – 10pm
Every Saturday 4pm – 10pm
Miami Marketta, 23 Hillcrest Pde, Miami
www.miamimarketta.com
FINE FOOD & FARMERS’ MARKET
Every Saturday 6am – 11.30am
Palm Beach Currumbin State High School,
Thrower Dr, Palm Beach
Every Saturday 6am – 11.30am
Helensvale State High School,
243 Discovery Dr, Helensvale
Every Sunday 6am – 11.30am
Gold Coast Cultural Precinct,
The Arts Centre Gold Coast,
135 Bundall Rd, Surfers Paradise
www.yourlocalmarkets.com.au

MARINA MIRAGE FARMERS MARKETS
Every Saturday 7am – 11am
Marina Mirage, 74 Seaworld Dr, Main Beach
www.facebook.com/
marinamiragefarmersmarket
CUISINE ON THE GREEN
Every Saturday 5pm – 9pm
Surfers Paradise Golf Club, 1 Fairway Dr,
Clear Island Waters
www.marketsdownunder.com

Brisbane

JAN POWERS FARMERS MARKETS
1 MAY 6am – 12pm
Blackwood St, Mitchelton
6 + 20 MAY 4pm – 8pm
Hawthorne Park, Riding Rd, Hawthorne
7 + 21 MAY 6am – 12pm
Manly Harbour, Royal Esplanade, Manly
Every Wednesday 8am – 6pm
Queen St Mall, Bridge End, Brisbane City
Every Saturday 6am – 12pm
Brisbane Powerhouse, 119 Lamington St,
New Farm
www.janpowersfarmersmarkets.com.au
YOUNG DESIGNERS MARKET
1 MAY 10am – 4pm
Little Stanley St, South Bank
www.youngdesignersmarket.com.au
SUITCASE RUMMAGE
1 + 15 MAY 12pm – 5pm
Brisbane Square, 266 George St,
Brisbane City
www.suitcaserummage.com.au
BABY & KIDS MARKET
15 MAY 9am – 12pm
St Joseph Nudgee College,
2199 Sandgate Rd, Boondall
www.babykidsmarket.com.au
THE MUMMY TREE MARKETS
15 MAY 9am – 1pm
Hockey QLD, 400-420 Lytton Rd,
Morningside
www.themummytreemarkets.com.au
THE MUMMY TREE MARKETS
28 MAY 9am – 1pm
Kedron Wavell Services Club,
21 Kittyhawk Drive St, Chermside
www.themummytreemarkets.com.au
EAT STREET MARKETS
Every Friday & Saturday 4pm – 10pm
Hamilton Wharf, Northshore, Brisbane
www.eatstreetmarkets.com
BOUNDARY STREET MARKETS
Every Friday & Saturday 4pm – 10pm
Every Sunday 9am – 2pm
Cnr Boundary & Mollison St’s, West End
www.boundarystreetmarkets.com.au
COLLECTIVE MARKETS
Every Friday 5pm – 9pm
Every Saturday 10am – 9pm
Every Sunday 9am – 4pm
Stanley Street Plaza, South Bank
www.collectivemarkets.com.au

Byron Bay

BYRON FLEA COMMUNITY MARKET
14 MAY 8am – 1pm
Byron Youth Activity Centre (The YAC),
1 Gilmore Cres, Byron Bay
www.bys.org.au
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For your chance to win please register online at www.havenmagazine.com.au/WIN and follow the links to WIN! Click on the prize you would
like to win and complete the online entry form. Only winners will be notified and entries close 20 May, 2016. Good luck! Entrant details may be
shared with giveaway sponsor and then kept under haven's lock and key.
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HARPER + HUDSON
TEETHING NECKLACE

LIL' BOW BANGLES TO GROW

CANVAS QUOTE COSMETIC BAGS

www.mims4littlepeople.com

www.ohmygiddyaunt.com.au

www.annabeltrends.com

STERLING SILVER & SOLID GOLD
SIGNET RINGS. AUSTRALIAN MADE
www.ohmygiddyaunt.com.au

l
i
a
t
e
R py
Ther a

BABY'S BREATH NECKLACE
www.emisacollections.com.au

H + G DESIGNS SIDE SHELF

ULTRASONIC VAPOURISER

BLUEBERRY BOUQUET

www.mims4littlepeople.com

www.limetreekids.com.au

Order at www.passiontreevelvet.com

BLUEBERRY BOUQUET

Blueberries and cream cheese balanced perfectly to
create a smooth and creamy textured cheesecake
garnished with an array of edible flowers.

Get your weekly
dose of haven

Order online: www.passiontreevelvet.com

Join us online www.havenmagazine.com.au to
register for haven's e-hub newsletter (it's FREE!)
FEATURES - WHAT'S ON - LIFE SKILLS
FOOD - FASHION - BUSINESS
LIFESTYLE - GIVEAWAYS AND MORE!
Get social @ haven hub
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20,
from May
(available and black),
also in red tto.com.au
.iltu
$249 www

Award-winning Il Tutto Mia in red leather
(also available in tan and black),
$449 www.iltutto.com.au

fashion

Carmel & Co Monaco Hobo
(Available in Black, blue, pink or stone)
Pratten Bowie
bag in champagne
(also available in
hot pink and black),
$109 www.pratten.com.au

$99 www.carmelandco.com.au

I n the
bag
NOWADAYS, NAPPY BAGS OOZE STYLE AND MAKE
QUITE THE FASHION STATEMENT. MANY WILL REMAIN
ON YOUR ARM LONG AFTER THE NAPPIES AND BUM
WIPES ARE DAILY REQUIREMENTS. IF YOU DON’T WANT
TO DO A TRUE ‘NAPPY BAG’, ANY STYLISH CARRY-ALL
TOTE WILL BE YOUR NEXT BEST BET.

Mimco Splendiosa baby bag in pancake,
that doubles as a gym or travel bag
(also available in matt black and claret),
from $99 www.mimco.com.au

Pratten Billie bag in denim
(available May 10 in cream,
wheat and charcoal),
$125 www.pratten.com.au

Mimco Lucid baby bag in black,
$299 www.mimco.com.au
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Fashion's
bumpy road
Words: Belinda Glindemann
BABY ON THE WAY AND NOTHING TO WEAR? FEAR
NOT, DEAR HORMONAL PREGNANT PERSON.
THE STYLE REPORT’S LAURA CHURCHILL HAS
RECENTLY BEEN THERE, DONE THAT. SHE
SURVIVED - AND SO CAN YOU.

“Fashionably pregnant” can be quite a
contradiction in terms for many expectant
women. Hormones + water retention/cankles
+ dull hair and nails = not so much pregnancy
glow. But one new Brissy mumma who rocked
her glorious bump recently was The Style
Report’s Laura Churchill. She welcomed baby
April, her first child, in February.

LAURA’S TIP ON DRESSING
YOUR BUMP
• Look at your wardrobe with fresh
eyes. You’ll be surprised at how
much you can still wear, whether it’s
getting more mileage out of your
pants and jeans with a belly band or
pants extender, wearing your shirts
unbuttoned as a jacket with a singlet
underneath, or wearing tunic dresses
without belts. Your jackets should
still work and most stretchy pieces
will accommodate a bump for most
of your pregnancy.

“When I found out I was pregnant I didn’t know
if I was more excited to think about how I was
going to dress my bump or how I was going to
dress the baby that followed!” Laura laughs.
“I saw being pregnant as bringing a wardrobe
challenge like I’d never faced before.
“Pregnant bodies are a shape unto themselves
but some are easier to dress than others. I was
always envious of the woman who could throw
on a stretchy tube dress and heels and call it
a day. Accommodating my pear-shaped hips
as well as a growing belly meant I could wear
the stretchy tube dresses, but I had to add a
sleeveless blazer or longline cardigan over the
top and cinch in under my bust with a narrow
belt so that my belly was highlighted but my hips
were covered. This became a uniform whether it
was a dress-and-jacket combination or a top and
cardigan with slim maternity pants.”
Laura says the main thing women should avoid
is dressing vastly differently to normal.
“Being pregnant can already bring a sense of
losing part of your identity to some extent as
the baby becomes the focus and, personally, I
just felt that if I suddenly started wearing print
jersey wrap dresses when I otherwise never
would, I wouldn’t feel like myself anymore.
“The main thing to remember is you’re still you.
There shouldn’t be a need to vastly change the
way you dress or to lose your identity at all - it’s
just about working your wardrobe smarter and
adapting and updating what you have.”
Laura says the only exception to this rule is
pants. She says it’s important to buy maternity
pants or jeans if that’s something you want to
wear throughout your pregnant months because
normal pants, even stretchy ones, won’t sit
properly over a bump.

• Look to highlight rather than hide
your bump. If you tent yourself in
oversized clothing you’ll only look
bigger than you are.

“The beauty of pregnancy is most women are
really only out of their normal wardrobe for a
few months, so you might need to only start
considering serious maternity wear in about
month four. I only bought a few ‘maternity’
pieces which included a black over-the-bump
skirt which I wore a lot, a couple of dresses and
a couple of tops. Other than that, I reworked
what I had and bought a few things such as
flowing tops I could wear with a high-waist
belt during pregnancy or a normal-waist belt
afterwards.”
Whether it was the pregnancy hormones or
not, Laura says she actually had an epiphany
about her wardrobe while looking at it through
pregnant eyes.
“I had less go-to wardrobe options when I was
pregnant which was actually refreshing – I’ve
downsized my wardrobe as a result of having my
daughter as I realised I don't actually need as
many clothes.”

• Don’t fall prey to the idea that you
can just buy things a size larger.
Dresses and tops will look especially
dowdy and make you feel frumpy
if they fit around your expanding
belly but balloon under the arms and
around the neckline. And pants will
be baggy in the crotch and won’t sit
properly unless they’re specifically
designed to accommodate your belly.
It just doesn’t work.
• If you do want to invest in some
specific maternity items, key pieces
to buy are pants or jeans and
perhaps a couple of dresses.
• If you’re a lover of accessories,
use these to make yourself feel
more ‘you’. Maintaining a style
signature will give you confidence
and reassurance that you’re still your
same stylish self throughout your
pregnant months.

Visit www.thestylereport.com.au
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mamar azzi

win!

YOUR KIDS, OUT & ABOUT IN YOUR FAVE LOCAL PLACES

Esoup Yoo 3

MERMAID BEACH

Lila 5, Shakaya 5

Kimberly 5

GOLD COAST BOTANIC GARDENS

JOIN
THE CLUB

Gia 5

SOUTHPORT

CURRUMBIN

This
winner mont h's
w
a $100 ill receive
from Pa gift card
cific Fa
ir

Evan 12mths

LOWER BEECHMONT

Mia 1

COOLANGATTA

winner
Owen 19 mths
KIRRA

Sophia 11 mths

THE FARM, BYRON BAY

Taije 7

SOUTHPORT

Pacific Fair’s Little Paccas kids
club is great fun for little ones,
with special shows, events and
offers held each month.
To find out what’s coming
up or how you can join, visit
pacificfair.com.au

Carter 2

COOLANGATTA

Felix 4

CURRUMBIN VALLEY

Tigi 3

GOLD COAST AQUATIC CENTRE

Send us your snaps of the kids out and about. One lucky family will win a $100 gift card from
Pacific Fair each month. Email us and include "mamarazzi" in the subject line:
editor@havenmagazine.com.au Please include your child's name, age and location.
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Give your kids
the best start
CUBBY CARE EARLY LEARNING CENTRE HAS YOUR CHILD’S BEST
INTERESTS AT HEART ON THEIR EDUCATION JOURNEY.
Cubby Care Early Learning Centre believes that children learn best
through play. Cubby Care centres provide children with opportunities to
discover new things to allow them to make sense of the world they live
in by being able to discover and experiment with how things work for
themselves.
Cubby Care Early Learning Centre manager Kate Edwards says the
developmental programs in each of the centres are designed around the
National Early Learning Years Framework.
“As part of our curriculum, we offer to all our children exclusive early start
programs that enhance the early years framework,” Kate explains. “This
enhanced program includes specialist music and movement, sporting/
physical activities and language classes. Each of these classes are
age appropriate and delivered by fully trained and accredited external
educators with a very strong focus on enhancing the learning objectives
with children.”
Parent participation is a large part of the Cubby Care Early Learning
Centre curriculum and they provide many opportunities for parents to
seek feedback on their children’s progress by way of parent information
evenings, program surveys, parent contribution stories, learning stories,
children’s journals and verbal communication about each child’s day.

“The aim of our programs is for each child to become independent, self
confident and inquisitive learners who have the opportunity to learn at
their own pace and to achieve the five learning outcomes from the early
years learning framework,” Kate says.
These include:
• That children have a strong sense of identity,
• That children are connected with, and contribute to, their world,
• That children have a strong sense of wellbeing,
• That children are confident and involved learners, and
• That children are effective communicators.
“We strive to provide a program that meets the individual child and
supports them on their lifelong learning journey,” Kate says.
Visit www.cubbycare.com.au

ENROL NOW!!

CIRCUS W AERIAL ARTS
ACROBATICS W DANCE

Boys & Girls 2 -16 yrs
Adult Aerial and Fitness
Birthday Party Packages
School Holiday Workshops

Ask Abou
t Our Free Trial
Burleigh Heads
p: 5522 0702
e: academy@aerialangels.com.au
www.aerialangels.com.au

Brilliant Solution. Clearly Effective.

Clear + Brilliant is a gentle laser treatment
clinically proven to fight the effects aging
has on skin, to help you get – and keep –
smoother skin with a radiant, youthful glow.
Ask us today about the simple, affordable
Clear + Brilliant treatment.

Contact Samantha Keim RN
0404 091 494
sam@skinmatters.net.au
www.skinmatters.net.au

–

MK1300A ©Solta Medical, Inc. Clear + Brilliant is a trademark of Solta Medical, Inc.
Indications for use include dermatological procedures requiring the coagulation of
soft tissue and general skin resurfacing procedures.
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He said, she said
MEN AND WOMEN ARE GEARED VERY DIFFERENTLY (AND WE WON’T HOLD IT AGAINST THE MEN FOR THAT!).
HERE ARE HAVEN COLUMNISTS ANTHONY SHERRATT AND MOYRA MAJOR’S VIEWS ON MODERN FAMILY LIFE.

DADDY DIARIES

Words: Anthony Sherratt

I recently went in for the parent-teacher conference: the time-honoured
tradition where you hope to find out that your child has both managed to learn
some things and is still welcome in the class. Except I left concerned there was
something wrong with the teachers. And no I’m not talking about declaring
they’re bad at their job because they dared to question my child’s inherent
right to do whatever she wishes. Quite the opposite. They said she was very
intelligent, creative, was exceeding all the benchmarks and was a delight. There
was a pause. Then a longer pause. Finally I prompted them: “Buuuuuut…”
“There’s no but. She’s wonderful.” Which was of course followed by a longer
pause. Finally I came to the obvious conclusion: “Oh you’ve got the wrong child.
Rhaps is the one with blonde curly hair?"
They laughed and reassured me they knew who she was but I remained
unconvinced: “Loud voice. Speaks over others. Walks around in constant song?”
“Yes she’s such a wonderful child!”
I am caught between bewilderment and suspicion. Am I being punked? I know
my daughter is amazing in many ways but I also know she can be an emotional
dictator capable of wreaking havoc on the immediate vicinity to a level almost
requiring UN intervention. But haven’t we all been there? Left the kids with a
babysitter or at a party and sneak away for a few hours of freedom? Which
you, of course, spend with one eye on the phone waiting for the inevitable call
demanding you return home for the exorcism and that, no thank you, I will
never look after your children again. Except it doesn’t come and when you get
home you’re told they were angels. You look at the sitter as if she’s speaking in
tongues. You briefly wonder if she could have drugged the kids to sleep before
realising she’s both nice and genuine. Possibly deluded but lovely.
But it happens all the time. In the company of others without you there
everyone speaks glowingly of them. I’ve been left to wonder if the kids have
worked out this is actually the best trick they could play on their parents ever.
It’s like an anti-Schrödinger experiment but instead of the cat being both alive
and dead until observed, the child is both good and bad when observed by you.
And just good when you’re not around.
Back at the parent-teacher conference I’ve pulled out a photo of Rhapsody
on my phone to fully confirm we are talking about the same little girl. They’re
rolling their eyes at me now. I walk away unsteady but with a dawning
realisation there’s a possibility that she really is capable of being delightful for
hours on end. That the halo is on in my absence and the horns reserved for
homelife. Wait, does that make ME the problem?
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MAMA MEMOIRS Words: Moyra Major
I was asked this week, what’s my ultimate Mother’s Day gift? I
selfishly thought a long nap, an uninterrupted toilet break, 20
minutes of silence or not stepping on a piece of Lego, a Thomas
train or some other form of sharp object with bare feet for a
whole day. I also thought that maybe – just maybe – it would be
one whole day without having to repeat myself. “Please finish
your breakfast, please finish your breakfast. Breakfast, please
finish it… Breakfast, finish, now. Please. Now fast.”
But this year I know what I’m getting. And it’s amazingly
awesome. In fact, it’s the best gift anyone could be given. A
newborn. A new life. A fresh squidgy little bubby. Our family,
complete. The most brilliant present a mother could be given - a
child!
We didn’t plan it this way, in fact our awesome obstetrician,
Michael Flynn, picked the date for us, knowing we don’t like doing
all things traditionally.
“Would you like a Star Wars baby?” he asked us. “A what?” we
replied, admittedly thinking he was offering us a wookiee or an
ewok.“Your baby can be born on May the 4th…Be with you?”
We smiled, agreed, felt thankful for advised caesarians, laughed,
then realised we’d better watch all the movies to keep with the
theme. But I have to admit, there was a selfish part of me that
thought, well, that means he’ll be here on Mother’s Day. He’ll be
in my arms and in the kissing zone this year - a blessing and a
privilege.
And I guess it’s all the more sweeter because we know this is
the final hurrah, there will be no more Mini Majors in the future.
In fact, I think Paul booked in for the snip not long after my
pregnancy hormones hit extreme this time round. And therefore,
each kick felt more special leading up to his birth, each roll, each
scan and even each time it felt like ‘The Alien’ was gearing up to
break through my stomach. I knew this was the last time I would
experience such joy and it somehow eased the pain of swollen
ankles, sickness and an aching back.
Happy Mother’s Day to all the types of mothers there are the First Timers, the Return Veterans, the Solo Travellers, the
Traditionalists, the Barrier Breakers and the Final Hurrahs.
Whatever your story, whatever your journey, I hope you enjoy
your ultimate gift - whatever it might be.

life

Helping kids prosper
Words: Bridie Macdonald
IT CAN BE VERY STRESSFUL FOR BOTH A STUDENT AND HIS/HER PARENTS WHEN THAT CHILD IS
STRUGGLING WITH LITERACY, READING AND/OR WRITING. HERE’S A WAY TO HELP KIDS CRACK THE
LITERACY CODE AND SET THEM UP FOR A BETTER FUTURE.

Do you have a child who struggles with reading
and writing? Are you struggling to find a solution
to help them? As parents of school-aged kids,
the one thing we inherently know is that reading
and writing are the most important schooling
fundamentals. So it can be worrying when your
child doesn’t quite seem to get it.
Stephen Flynn has culminated his life’s work into
a program called Crack the Code which assists
children struggling with literacy skills. This
program is beneficial for all students struggling
with literacy, but particularly those who are
phonologically dyslexic.
The program focuses on children who struggle
with reading, writing and segmentation of sound
– that is, individuals who may struggle to hear
a word and identifying the vowels and sounds
within a word.
“Crack The Code is a sequential program that
incorporates visual and auditory techniques to

effectively teach the reading and spelling of
sounds, but especially vowels within words,”
Stephen explains. “It has already helped
hundreds of students to develop effective
literacy skills.”
Based at Banora Point and the father of two
young boys, Stephen has a 25-year background
in speech pathology and teaching which has
allowed him to engage with students from
all walks of life and further understand the
foundations of learning difficulties.
“During my years of teaching I became
fascinated with why some children could learn to
read and write easily and why some kids could
not,” he recalls. “At the time, many programs
that were available to these children would only
target some aspects of literacy issues.”
As Stephen explains, one of the challenges of
teaching the English language is that there are
only five or six vowels in our alphabet, but 20

vowel sounds. Therefore, it is not surprising
that about one-third of students struggle with
segmenting vowel sounds.
Stephen says early intervention is key to
enabling children to succeed academically in
later life. Crack the Code has seen much success
in teaching children aged from 5 through to 16
years. The program has already been introduced
to more than 40 schools across Queensland,
New South Wales and the Northern Territory.
Visit www.crackthealphabetcode.com.au

photography
p: 0449 985 505
e: angela@angelakayphotography.com.au
www.angelakayphotography.com.au
Maternity l Birth l Newborn Baby l Toddler l Family l Weddings
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"Every child is an artist" wall decals
$19.95, www.brightstarkids.com.au

"Always look on the bright side of life"
$7.99, www.keepcalmcollection.com

I ns p i r at i on
ap lenty

"Dream big little one". Various wall
prints available on Etsy as well as instant
downloadable files for printing
www.etsy.com.au
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"She believed she could so she did".
Various wall prints available on Etsy
as well as instant downloadable files
for printing. www.etsy.com.au

"The future is bright" wall decals
$9, www.limetreekids.com.au
Aldari Art Studio set of three
art prints in customisable colours
(frames not included), $62
www.downthatlittlelane.com.au

Sibling plaques, $79.20 each
www.potterybarnkids.com.au
"Every brother is a superhero"
wooden wall art
$71, www.potterybarnkids.com.au
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Tiny Me's "Please excuse the mess,
my children are making memories"
wooden framed artwork
$79.95, www.tinyme.com.au

life

Cover story
THIS EDITION OF HAVEN MAGAZINE IS ALL ABOUT
CELEBRATING MOTHERHOOD IN EVERY WAY, SHAPE
AND FORM. OUR MAY EDITION HAS BEEN GRACED
WITH A STUNNING COVER CAPTURING THE TRUE
BEAUTY OF MOTHERHOOD WITH THANKS TO BRISBANE
PHOTOGRAPHER LUISA DUNN.
Luisa specialises in photographing newborns and has won
several awards at state and national levels for her artistry. She
is widely praised for her unique, colourful and intricate style
of photography. For the haven magazine cover image, Luisa
collaborated with famed Australian artist David Bromley. The
captivating image features Yuge Bromley, David’s wife, and their
two beautiful children. The family’s newest addition is baby Bei
Bel.
Luisa met David when he was commissioned by Luisa’s husband
to paint a portrait of her more than five years ago. Since then,
the pair has become firm friends bonding over their shared love
of visual expression. On collaborating with Yuge and David, Luisa
said: “To work with him on something so personal was a dream
come true. Photographing his family was an honour.”
Visit www.luisadunnphotography.com.au

Relax!

Art classes & art supplies
for every age!

Create!

Gold Coast’s
one stop art shop
and art room!
Est. 2011

NEW SHOW
BOOK NOW
20% OFF

5kms from beautiful

Burleigh beach, come and see
why Mrs Red’s is the best!

Acheive!

mRs red’s Art ROom
151 West Burleigh Rd, Burleigh Heads
[07] 5520 7484 mrsredsartroom.com
Jane Whittred (Mrs Red) BDesGraphics ~ PGDipEd
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Is land of
su r p r i se

Words: Belinda Glindemann

BALI HAS A MIXED REPUTATION AMONG TRAVELLERS, PROBABLY DUE TO THE MANY MAINLY
NEGATIVE MEDIA STORIES THAT COME OUT OF THE AREA. WHILE IT WAS NEVER ON BELINDA
GLINDEMANN’S TRAVEL WISH LIST, SHE WAS DELIGHTED TO DISCOVER A GEM.
I’m going to admit straight up that Bali has
never been on my travel bucket list. For years,
I’d associated the tourist hotspot with drunken
hooligan travellers, drink spikings, drug taking
and terrorism. But it was a chance opportunity
recently, on the back of rave reviews by a
growing number of our well-travelled friends,
that saw hubby and I on a spontaneous kid-free
Indonesian adventure.
Now there are a few key words in that last
sentence. When is “adventure” ever a bad
thing in the mundane routine of life? And
being “spontaneous” is always exciting. Oh,
and “kid-free”, well, nuff said. Parenting can
be a tiring 24-7 job and when you juggle that
commitment with running a business, some
level of employment, extended family and
friends, renovating and/or whatever else life
holds for you, it’s usually your relationship with
your partner that can fall off the radar. We
are lucky to have the most amazing support
network around us so when I floated the idea of
a much-needed kid-free break it was met with
positivity and enthusiasm. Phew. Hubby and I
were on our way…
Our Balinese home base for the break was a
villa in Seminyak. Not only did the villa option
offer us space to stretch out in a beautiful
private tropical garden setting, but our own
private pool (that stretched the length of our
villa) screamed relaxation from all vantage
points - even when we weren’t actually
floating around in it to cool off from the
tropical heat. Seminyak, as the research and
recommendations proved, was the perfect
back drop for a kid-free getaway. Hip, vibrant
restaurants and happening nightlife collided
with relaxing and tranquil daytime beachside
surrounds. Zen sanctuaries of Indonesian
40
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culture collided with crazy busy streets filled
with crazy busy scooter drivers, who have little
regard for traffic etiquette and were inclined to
use pedestrian footpaths when the bitumen got
too congested #youvebeenwarned
And everything was so cheap. We ate ourselves
crazy. Roughly $20AUD covered a more-foodthan-two-people-could-eat lunch. It was hard
to finish a $40AUD dinner for two most nights.
Cocktails were just a few dollars and massages
were the equivalent to about $6AUD/hour. Yes,
SIX DOLLARS! So, making our most concerted
effort to support the local Seminyak economy
(as you do), we managed to squeeze in at least
one hour-long massage every day. I worked out
that, collectively, for the two of us, the cost of

our daily full body massage ritual for the entire
kid-free break was less than what I’d pay for
one facial here in Australia! Relaxation, much?
Hubby will tell you that I’m always bang up for
a chinwag with the locals wherever we travel
in the world. People stories are my thing –
especially when experiencing different cultures.
There is so much greater learning to be had by
simply taking the time to listen. In Bali, you can
easily get around on foot, via one of the myriad
local taxis or, for those who are wanting to tour
a little bit, a personal driver is your best bet.
We were lucky to meet a driver named Ketut
Udi (yes! I met a real-life Ketut in Bali) and wow,
did I talk that man’s ear off. In the two days we
spent with Udi, we saw some truly picturesque
sights and were treated to some great ‘insider’
tips on where to find cheap and delicious food
and where to buy silver jewellery direct from
the silversmiths, for example. But it was during

life

our car rides, the chats with Udi about Balinese
life and culture were what have remained
with me. The people of Bali are so happy and
so humble. Udi, for example, survives on an
income of roughly $10AUD per day – to drive
tourists around for 12 hours. And he was
diligently saving for his upcoming wedding with
plans to also build a family home one day. He
took us through local villages where women
were blissfully washing the family’s clothing in
the roadside streams while their kids played
happily with their basic toys alongside. Not
an iPad, smartphone or gaming device to be
seen. Udi took us to beaches where we drank
Bintangs while getting our feet massaged for a
few dollars by the most joyful old women (with
the most knarled knuckles and masculine hands
I’d ever seen on a female!). They were all simple
quiet people, living simple quiet lives with not
much more than their happiness to keep them
going. I took home a load of lessons from these
beautiful and truly thankful people, and it made
me cast a critical eye over our own hustle-

bustle lifestyle, living-large in Australia with our
house full of ‘things’.
I think the greatest testimony for any holiday
is whether or not you’d go back and do it all
again. For Bali, I’d have to say that, yes, we will
return one day. Ironically, while we took away
so much from our kid-free break, I’m actually
keen to take the kids with us next time to give
them the opportunity to explore and experience
this eye-opening place and its humble people
and their simple happy lives.

HOT TIPS FOR YOUR BALI BREAK
• A Balinese day always ends by the beach.
Sunset is sacred – especially for tourists.
Beachside bars are the place to be and Ku De
Ta was our fave chilled out afternoon-cumdinner setting.
• Don’t miss the opportunity to have a lychee
martini at Hog Wild in Seminyak but beware
the dancing hostesses who will want you up
and dancing too!

• A sunset seafood feast is a MUST-DO at
Jimbaran Bay. Think masses of restaurant
furniture set up along a huge stretch of beach,
candlelit dining, sand between your toes under
your table and more fresh seafood than you
can eat. Magical memories.
• Travellers to Bali simply must tick Potato Head
Beach Club off their list. Even just for the
Instagram content. Uber cool setting.
• For cheap and cheerful eating spots around
Seminyak try Biku and Bonita Bali.
• Beware the un-signed, somewhat dodgy cash
exchange offices among the ‘proper’ ones.
Fast-handed merchants prey on tourists.
YouTube it. We were almost caught.
• Make sure you delve into the culture of Bali –
take in a batik or weaving demonstration, and
seek out the working silversmiths.
• For the adventurers, you can ride elephants,
take quad bike tours through stunning
countryside, parasail – the list is endless.

“Whole Beings empowers
children to be confident,
creative, intelligent and
reveal their unlimited
potential.”

At Whole Beings we offer:
• Daily Pre-Prep program
• Free and Fearless after school program
• Learning Through Living for 2’s
• Emotional Freedom Technique
• Whole Beings Playgroup
• Holistic Nannies and Special Events

3/1712 Gold Coast Highway, Burleigh Heads
www.wholebeingschildrenscollective.com
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MEET YVONNE PRETTI, OWNER OF MIMS 4 LITTLE PEOPLE.

MARRIED TO WARRICK, SHE IS ALSO MUM TO MADISON 16,
ISOBELLA 14, MITCHELL 5 AND SIENNA 2.

business
TELL US ABOUT YOUR BUSINESS/CURRENT ROLE? MIMS 4 Little People
opened on November 15, 2015. With having four children, we were always
on the hunt for gorgeous children’s things and realised there was niche for a
children’s boutique on the Gold Coast.

WHERE DID THE CONCEPT FOR THIS COME FROM? We were on a family
holiday on the Sunshine Coast. Whilst we were shopping for our children,
we realised that the Gold Coast was lacking some of the amazing variety we
were seeing. That’s when the vision of MIMS started ("MIMS" being the first
letter of each of our children’s names).
WHAT’S YOUR BUSINESS BACKGROUND? My husband and I own a
business in the construction industry. I have been in construction for the
past 22 years and realised it was time to do something that I really loved and
felt passionate about. MIMS gives me that and so much more.

home
WHAT TIME DOES A TYPICAL DAY START FOR YOU? My typical day
starts at around 5am. This is my time to do something for myself. You can
usually find me at Pilates, yoga or walking along Burleigh. Then it's straight
back home for a quick breakfast and to get the four kids out the door.

WHO DOES THE COOKING AND CLEANING AT YOUR HOUSE? I enjoy
cooking so that’s definitely my department. Other than that my husband and
I share the workload. We work really well as a team and our roles, whether
they be work or home related, are completely shared.

FREEl

Initia n
tio
Consulta

IF YOU HAVE 10 MINUTES TO YOURSELF, WHAT DO YOU LIKE TO DO?
One word… COFFEE. I am a coffee lover and enjoy nothing more than taking
10 minutes out for a great coffee at one of my favourite haunts reading the
paper.

kids
WHAT DO YOU DO FOR CHILDCARE? The three older children are at
school and my youngest is at daycare three days a week.

DO YOUR KIDS DO MANY EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES? The older
girls do swimming squad and the younger ones swimming lessons. Throw in
tennis and running training for Mitchell and, yes, we are always in the car
running from one activity to another!

ORTHODONTIC TREATMENT
FOR ALL AGES

Dr Scott McNab BDSc (Qld), MDSc (Ortho) (Qld), Dento-maxillofacial Radiography (Qld)
Dr Nida Khan BDSc (Hons) (Qld), DClinDent (Ortho) (Adel)
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WHAT DO YOU DO FOR FUN AS A FAMILY? We love to ride our bikes and
are self confessed foodies - yes, even the kids. And of course the beach. We
love relaxing at the beach on a Sunday.

fun
WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE THING TO DO FOR DATE NIGHT WITH YOUR
PARTNER? A night out with great food, good wine and lots of laughs.
HOW ABOUT FAVOURITE PLACE TO EAT OUT AS A FAMILY? We love
going to Miami Marketta - it offers something for everyone, in a relaxed
atmosphere.

gi rl stuff
WHERE DO YOU HEAD TO WHEN YOU GET TIME FOR A GIRLS’ NIGHT
OUT? A girl’s night out is usually somewhere in Burleigh such as BIN 12 or
Little Plate - best, best tapas and a great spot to just catch up on life.

WHAT IS YOUR BEST BEAUTY TIP FOR MUMS? Sleep and smile and you
will look radiant.

FAVOURITE PLACE TO SHOP (LOCALLY AND ONLINE)? I’m not a huge
fan of big shopping centres so I am most happy finding pieces I love in oneoff boutiques. Bikini and Me would have to be one of my favourite shops
as well as some of the boutiques in Broadbeach. For online shopping I love
Enzo & Toto or Me and Moo.

tips
MUST-HAVE PARENTING TIP OR TOOL? You can’t fight every battle, just
choose the ones that are worth the fight, and every now and again send
one to the keeper.
CAN YOU SHARE ANY TIPS ON FINDING THE RIGHT WORK/LIFE
BALANCE? For me, exercise is my balance. I find it makes me happier to
give to every other aspect of my life.

HOW DO YOU STAY MOTIVATED IN YOUR CAREER? I truly am lucky
because I love what I do, I think the key is to do what you love and you will
love what you do.
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How do you
greet you r d ay?

"Every morning starts a new
page in your story. Make it
a great one today."
- DOE ZANTAMATA

Words: Debbie Hogg (self-worth coach)

GETTING OUT OF BED IN THE MORNING WITH
A POSITIVE THOUGHT, PUTTING A SPRING
IN OUR STEP AND WALKING THROUGH THE
DAY CONFIDENTIALLY AND ON PURPOSE IS
A CHOICE. THE OPPOSITE CHOICE IS TO BE
NEGATIVE, SLUGGISH AND UNHAPPY ABOUT
LIFE.
When we experience the difference in these
choices, it encourages us to do the work and
keep above the line. In choosing to see the
glass as half full, it creates more fulfilling results
in our life.
Our life is ours to do with as we wish and we
are only here for a short time. Seizing the
moment and having dreams and goals to strive
towards brings joy and accomplishment into our
life. Doing our best with every day and living a
life on purpose is a positive choice and one that
serves us well.
There will be some days when things don’t go
according to plan. We might feel sad and down,
sick, under the weather, have the flu or simply
run down. We may have received distressful
news. Our world could be a little dark right
now. It’s important to be with that emotion
because it is real for us right now. It’s OK to
give time to the feeling and fully be with it. Feel
the sadness, grief, disappointment, anger, hurt
or whatever the feeling is. If we do not allow
ourselves to fully be with this, it will be pushed
down. Be with the emotion for a small period of
time but next it’s important to come out.

When we push our negative emotions
down inside, bottle them up and refuse to
acknowledge them, they are guaranteed to
impact us in the future. Bottled up emotions
have been known to throw our bodies into ‘disease’ and we can become ill. Louise Hay’s book
You Can Heal Your Life enables us to do work
on areas of our body in pain. She explains the
affirmation and new thinking we can choose to
start healing ourselves. Our thoughts become
things, it’s worthwhile choosing the good ones.

TIPS FOR MAKING EVERY DAY MATTER:

• Life is too short to be grumpy: Attitude is a
choice. We create our own world by the way
we choose to see it.
• Keep our word: Say what we mean, and mean
what we say.
• Forgive everyone, especially ourselves. Let
go of past hurts. Feelings of resentment (or
revenge) are worthless, they will only drag us
down.
• Move forward: Yesterday is a cancelled
cheque. The past is not our potential. There
are far better things ahead than behind us.
• Quit worrying: It’s been estimated 99 of the
100 things we worry about never come to
pass.

Where are you on your
life's journey?
Get out your pencil and do the math:

1.

3.

Multiply your age x 365 days
(that will give you your current
age in days)
Subtract that number from 27,375
days (that's an average lifespan
(+/-) in this day and age)

I probably have______days left!

• Be grateful: Stop and view our life through
the eyes of the other 6 billion people on
earth.
• It’s the little things: Thinking small is an art the art of living. The happiness of life is made
up of little things, a smile, a helping hand,
a caring heart, a word of praise. A moment
shared with laughter. We are most alive in
these moments - savour them all!
Phone 0412 579 064 or visit www.debbiehogg.com

DEFINE YOURSELF
INTRO OFFER
AVAILABLE NOW

5 CLASSES
FOR $50
(Valid for 2 weeks
for 1st Timers Only)

PH: 07 5554 6872 | www.kxpilates.com.au/miami
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Counting
sheep

the key to good sleep and settling. Your baby’s
routine is only as good as your (the parents)
consistency! Michelle recommends consistent
swaddling until your baby learns to roll over.

CONTROLLED CRYING
Controlled crying works for some, but not all.
The most important thing to remember here is
that you should not pass judgment on a mum
who uses the technique, or on the other hand,
one who refuses to use the technique. There are
a host of other alternatives but whatever works
for you and your family is key.

Words: Belinda Glindemann

TUMMY SLEEPING

ASK MOST BRAND NEW MOTHERS (ACTUALLY MOTHERS AT ANY STAGE OF THEIR
LIVES!) AND MANY WILL TELL YOU THAT ALL THEY’D LOVE IS A LITTLE BIT MORE SLEEP.
PARENTS2B’S MICHELLE JACKSON PUTS THE ‘Z’ INTO ZZZZZZZZZZ
If there’s one parenting topic that’ll have the
playgroup mums divided and opinionated,
it's sleep. As a new mum, you are always
questioning your decisions around bub anyway,
but when you take into consideration the
myriad sleep myths and theories, it can be
overwhelming. When sleep is lacking, and
the frazzle-o-meter is constantly in the red,
professional help should be sought.
Parents2B Michelle Jackson, who is a registered
nurse and midwife, says the biggest thing that
new mums need to remember is that there is
NOT a one-size-fits-all approach to making your
baby sleep.
“Mums tend to research too much. They Google
and read too many articles and books, are on
multiple forums where sleep is discussed and
debated and as a result start to second guess
themselves,” Michelle says. “I have found that
parents need to trust their own instincts. When
they do, their family thrives. When parents are
too busy trying to do everything ‘right’ they
don’t enjoy their babies. What they have to
remember is that if something works for them,
then that is the right solution for that family. If
it’s not working – then seek professional help.”
The other thing that new mums need to
consider, according to Michelle, is that teaching
new skills to babies (like how to sleep) takes
time – just like if we adults were wanting to
learn a new language or take up a new hobby.
New babies are constantly developing and with
this growth and development, so too their
sleep requirements and habits are constantly
changing. This may happen every few weeks.
Rather than problematic sleep regressions, it’s
more about being in a new developmental stage

that, to get through, requires some little tweaks
to routines, feeds and sleep requirements.
As a mum to three kids herself (aged 16, 13
and 11), we asked Michelle to ‘mythbust’ the
most common baby sleep topics. Here are her
thoughts:

SWADDLING
There are so many ways to swaddle a baby
and products to buy for this purpose. Michelle
stresses the importance of parents making a
decision on how to swaddle their child and then
sticking to that. You can choose to swaddle with
one arm out, or both arms in. You can choose
to wrap them or use a sleeping bag. Whatever
way you choose to swaddle, you should use that
technique for every sleep, day or night, as it
becomes an important sleep cue. Consistency is

This is a definite no, according to Michelle.
“Always put your baby on their back and let
them find their own sleeping position. Once they
can turn over to their tummy for themselves, it’s
OK, but until then, follow the SIDS guidelines and
put your baby down on their back to sleep.”

CO-SLEEPING
This is, again, a parent’s own decision. There are
strict SIDS guidelines on co-sleeping, which all
parents need to be aware of. Most importantly,
the sleeping environment needs to be safe
before the decision to co-sleep is made. Michelle
has clients who have co-slept with their babies
from birth to 15 months of age, and she also has
clients who co-sleep with more than one child. It
is the parents’ decision entirely but they need to
make an educated decision on the topic.
Parents2B offers private, in-home antenatal classes
as well as in-home consultations on settling/sleep and
breastfeeding. Visit www.facebook.com/parents2b

Bedroom bliss
Sleeping Duck, a new online Australianowned mattress company, is changing
the way people buy mattresses. The
business was founded by two young
engineers with the idea stemming from
their own frustrations with traditional
retail mattresses and outlets. To create
the perfect mattress, they looked at every
aspect of its performance, literally from
the ground up. Ergonomics, emissions,
durability, temperature, practicality and
packaging all work together to provide a
single mattress that’s award-winning and,
most importantly, loved by their customers.
Selling online direct to customers also
means the price is competitive as you

do not pay for the overheads and staff
training. Additionally, quality isn’t
compromised as the bedding design is
modular – there are elements of zoned
support, body moulding, temperature
control and comfort levels.
Visit www.sleepingduck.com
If that sounds like bedroom bliss, you
could WIN a Sleeping Duck mattress and
base with haven this month.
Check out our competitions page here
in the magazine and also online at
www.havenmagazine.com.au/WIN.

IN
You could W
a bed
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classifieds
Edgy, cool threads for the Rad Little
Lad in your life. Match with your
mini in our stylish Mumma & Me &
Daddy & Me Muscle Tee sets.
www.braveandfearless.com
braveandfearlessbrand
braveandfearless

Global Bambino blends design, art
and fabrics to create an ever changing
hipster kids fashion label that is locally
designed and handmade with love.
Our range covers newborns to size 3.
Urban cool for your kids!
www.globalbambino.com.au
globalbambino
globalbambino

Organic, chemical-free beauty does
exist at Earth and Skin. Specialising
in organic facials, spray tans, bio
sculpture gel nails, threading and
sugaring. Because beauty doesn't have
to compromise your health.
1/11 Sunshine Parade, Miami
p: 5641 2453
www.earthandskin.com.au
ofearthandskin
earthandskin

Wickitywick
Candles will
bring a smile
to your face
and brighten
up your world
through our beautifully scented
quoted soy candles or a candle
personalised for your special occasion.
www.wickitywickcandles.com.au
@wickitywick_candles
wickitywickcandles/

We offer genuine, caring service
to every customer, providing a
beautiful range of natural, organic
bamboo products for babies and
mums - high quality, ethically
sourced, and environmentally
friendly, yet affordable, making
parenting that much easier on
you and our planet.
Quote Code ‘HV10’ for 10% off
your first order before May 31.
p: 02 66 849 222
e: bountifulbubs@gmail.com
www.bountifulbubs.com

BIRTH AFLOAT
The Birth Pool Specialists.
Selling birth pools and
accessories. Hiring birth
pool kits for homes,
hospitals and birth centres
that come sterilized and
complete with everything you’ll need to
set up for a smooth water birthing journey.
We’ve thought of it all, so you don’t
need to.
p: 02 66 849 222
e: info@birthafloat.com
www.birthafloat.com

Share what's new, where to shop,
places to play or things to do!
A perfect spot to share a few words
with our readers.
MISSED AN ISSUE OF HAVEN? Get access to your very own
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Speak to one of our team today!

library and catch up on all your favourite stories.
Parenthood - we're in this together!

Prices starting at $200+GST

Visit www.havenmagazine.com.au/magazines (FREE to download)

advertising@havenmagazine.com.au
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Red Hot
Sale
From

159

$

per night, twin share*

•

Unlimited entry to
Sea World, Warner Bros.
Movie World and Wet’n’Wild
Gold Coast during your stay

•

25% off Kids Club and
all food and beverage at
the Resort

•

One free entry to Paradise
Country and so much more!

seaworldresort.com.au
1300 139 677
VOTED #1 FAMILY
HOTEL IN AUSTRALIA
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*Terms and conditions apply.

1603480 SEA WORLD © 2016 & TM Sea World Property Trust.

